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Special Invitation 
 

Please consider attending one of our Exponential 2017 events. Our goal is to 
help shape your paradigm for multiplication, inspire and encourage you to 
multiply, and equip you to turn ideas into action. Our 2017 conferences are 
built on the content of this book, and are designed to help you move from 
ideas and inspiration to implementation and impact.   

 

2017 Theme: Dream Big: Finding Your Pathway to Level 5 
Multiplication.   

 

Location and Dates: Our East and West locations are larger, full-service 
events with thousands of attendees, 100+ speakers, 20+ tracks, and 150+ 
workshops. Our Exponential regional events are shorter and geographically 
based (which translates to lower overall costs for large teams). Regionals 
bring the full “punch” of the national conferences’ five main stage sessions 
without the breakout workshops.   

 

National Events 

Exponential East // Orlando, Florida // April 24 – 27, 2017 

Exponential West // Los Angeles // October 2 – 5, 2017 

 

Regional Events 

Washington, D.C. // September 11 – 12, 2017 

Bay Area, California // October 25 – 26, 2017 

Chicago // November 7 – 8, 2017 

Houston, Texas // November 29 – 30, 2017 
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Special Offer 

 

National Events – Use coupon code DREAMBIG2017 for $39 off the 
regular rate on Exponential East & West. 

Regional Events – Buy one registration and get one free admission for 
groups of five or more 
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Foreword 
by Todd Wilson 

You have before you a very dangerous book. It will change the 
way you think and ultimately, how you act. It will disrupt your 
status quo and mess with your scorecard. It will create a healthy 
tension that causes you to question your motives for embracing the 
prevailing addition-focused paradigms, models, and methods that 
you’ve embraced and inherited from a generation consumed by the 
church growth movement. Most importantly, this book can change 
the way you measure success and how you plant churches.   

If you’re serious about creating a culture of multiplication and 
replacing the prevailing addition-focused measures of success with 
more biblically rooted metrics and multiplication scorecard, this 
book was written for you. Fortunately, it’s not simply a theoretical 
or inspirational book that temporarily leaves you motivated for 
change. Instead, these pages are overflowing with practical content 
written by practitioners for practitioners. 

Throughout this book, you’ll find the wisdom and experience of 
two practitioners who have spent their entire careers in the trenches 
practicing what they preach. I’m confident that thousands of 
church-planting leaders who have come before you will read it and 
ask, “Where was this book when I was getting started?” 

Ralph Moore and Jeff Christopherson have poured 70-plus years of 
multiplication experience into this amazing new resource for 
leaders! New to Five: Starting a Level 5 Multiplying Church 
should be mandatory reading for anyone and everyone involved in 
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church planting. I believe it’s one of those watershed works that 
church experts will look back on in 10 years and conclude it was a 
key catalyst in seeing the percentage of churches in the United 
States that ever reproduce increase from less than 4 percent to 
greater than 10 percent.   

Exponential is laser-focused on this “4 to 10 mission” and is 
committed to building an expanding library of high-quality, 
practical books to help church leaders embrace multiplication and 
put their dreams into action. Our book, Becoming a Level 5 
Multiplying Church, introduced a simple framework for measuring 
the multiplication capacity of your church. Each of the five levels 
has a descriptive and qualitative “profile.” When church leaders 
take the Becoming Five Assessment (becomingfive.org), they learn 
their profile and their multiplication “pattern” (a simple index that 
gives you perspective on your past and present realities, as well as 
your future aspirations in multiplication).   

We also introduced the idea of “pathways to multiplication.” A 
pathway represents the journey from where your church is now 
(e.g., New, Level 1, 2, 3 or 4) to where you aspire to be (hopefully 
Level 5). Our national multiplication team is convinced that the 
New to Five pathway is the most important for the church-planting 
community to grasp. To change the future, we must start by 
changing the operating system of the new churches we start. 
Changing the culture and operating system of an existing church is 
much more difficult than putting the right culture in place from the 
beginning. This new book from Ralph and Jeff is the best resource 
I know of for embedding multiplication into the DNA of your new 
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church and equipping future church planters to travel the New to 
Five pathway! 

I first met Ralph Moore and Jeff Christopherson while Exponential 
was researching multiplying churches. We were having an 
extremely difficult time finding multiplying churches in the United 
States. In fact, our team couldn’t identify even five rapidly 
multiplying churches with a sustained record of reproduction to the 
third and fourth generation. Enter Ralph Moore and Jeff 
Christopherson. As Ralph describes in this book, he and Jeff are 
“monomaniacs on a multiplication mission.” I love being around 
these guys. I’m sure it's a glimpse of what it must have been like to 
hang out with the Apostle Paul. If I could choose only one person 
in the United States to apprentice with on multiplication, I’d 
choose Ralph Moore. These guys are giving their lives to the “4 to 
10 mission,” and they are committed to helping as many other 
leaders as possible.   

I love the way they’ve organized this book. Ralph has led one of 
the few Level 5 churches in the United States. He shares the story 
of the Hope Chapel movement, including the many lessons he has 
learned along the way. Ralph uses numerous personal stories and 
anecdotes to bring the principles and truths to life. Reading about 
life transformation never gets old for me. Jeff, who leads the North 
American Mission Board’s Send Network, then plays the role of 
commentator to bring his years of experience and observation to 
this ongoing story of Kingdom movement. Jeff’s wisdom and 
knowledge are interspersed throughout the chapters, with each 
chapter ending with an expanded section of his insights.   
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Together, Ralph and Jeff have collaborated to produce a “counter-
church-culture” resource that will point you in a new direction and 
help you build a solid foundation for multiplication in your new 
church (or the new church your church is daughtering). Read it. 
Absorb it. Embrace it. Commit to it. Live it! Join the community of 
leaders who are embracing and are sold out to the “4 to 10 
multiplication mission!” 
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Continuing the Conversation 

What will it take to move the multiplication needle from less than 4 
percent of U.S. churches ever reproducing to greater than 10 
percent?   

As a community of activists devoted to church multiplication, 
Exponential has focused our attention on this critical question. We 
believe that church multiplication is the best way to carry out 
Jesus’ Great Commission to “make disciples to the ends of the 
earth.” We dream of movements characterized by disciples who 
make disciples who plant churches that plant churches. 

Exponential comes alongside church leaders to inspire, challenge 
and equip them to greater levels of multiplication. We’ve 
stewarded the multiplication conversation through numerous 
resources, including three anchor books: Spark: Igniting a Culture 
of Multiplication (2015), Becoming a Level 5 Multiplying Church 
(2016) and Dream Big, Plan Smart: Finding Your Pathway to 
Level Five Multiplication (2017). We partner with practitioner 
leaders like Ralph and Jeff to create high-quality, relevant 
equipping resources to help leaders turn their good intentions into 
results and impact.   

In Spark (2015), we focused on the value of multiplication and 
looked at the three core elements that must align to create healthy 
culture. In Becoming a Level 5 Multiplying Church (2016), we 
continued the conversation and addressed barriers to creating 
healthy culture. We also introduced a framework of five levels of 
multiplication. This framework forms a foundation upon which our 
additional multiplication resources are built. Dream Big (2017) 
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focused on helping church leaders turn their values, aspirations and 
good intentions for multiplication into compelling visions with 
actionable strategies.   

Each year we seek to build on and continue the multiplication 
conversation. This new book New to Five: Starting a Level 5 
Multiplying Church is a key resource in the ongoing conversation.  
It includes a wealth of insight for what it takes to travel the New to 
Five multiplication pathway. Ralph vividly shares his story of 
planting a Level 5 church from day one, offering principles your 
church can adapt and use. Jeff draws from his experience of 
planting and now coming alongside thousands of planters to share 
his missiological take on this core multiplication pathway. Both 
leaders have been instrumental in developing the Becoming Five 
framework and identifying the multiplication pathways we 
identified in Dream Big, Plan Smart.  

You’ll find that each author references the key principles and ideas 
from the core multiplication anchor books. To get the most out of 
this new book, we strongly encourage you to take a few minutes to 
review what we’ve covered in recent years. Appendix A gives a 
summary of this ongoing multiplication conversation and the 
principles introduced in Spark (2015), Becoming Five (2016), and 
Dream Big (2017) themes. At a bare minimum, spend a few 
minutes reading through the definitions of Levels 1 through 5 in 
Appendix A.    

Finally, we strongly encourage you to complete the FREE online 
multiplication assessments that are available via 
www.becomingfive.org. Each assessment takes less than 20 
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minutes to complete and will give you a solid context for 
understanding how the framework referred to in this new book 
refers in your unique setting. All three anchor books (and over 75 
other eBooks) are also available for FREE download at 
exponential.org/resource-ebooks/. 

You’re now part of this ongoing multiplication conversation. Our 
prayer is that you’ll become what Ralph calls a “monomaniac on a 
multiplication mission.” This new book is a great place to start! 
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Introduction 
by Jeff Christopherson 

For five decades, much of the evangelical subculture has bought 
into a self-serving ecclesiological concoction of Bible, business, 
and blessed comfort. In the United States, church growth has 
become an end in and of itself.  

Surreptitiously embedded in this purchase was a shadowy 
theological compromise of the nethermost realm; the local church 
has begun to see herself as her own reason to be. She, herself, has 
become the object for self-sacrifice. She is the pearl of great price 
and the treasure hidden in the field. We can easily miss the subtlety 
of this murky arrangement. It doesn’t necessarily track with our 
well-established classes of theological liberalism or conservatism. 
The deal has been struck both from pulpits earnestly proclaiming 
deep, expositional oracles, as well as minimalistic armchairs 
casually tossing around feel-good chats. The exchange is more 
about orthopraxy than orthodoxy—spiritual direction. 

What is the upshot from this transaction? Yes, we have more large 
churches than history has ever recorded, but are we winning the 
battle? The math isn’t difficult. Fewer people are going to church. 
The church’s influence is decreasing, looking less like a 
countercultural movement and more like a political action drive. 
Our value to society appears to correlate with our ability to deliver 
elections. I would say our civic patriotism is unquestioned. But 
what of our Kingdom patriotism? 

To this end, we must produce a different kind of church. 
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The local church was never meant to become the primary goal and 
idolatrous fascination of a disciple of Christ. Rather, the Church is 
to see herself as the primary vehicle to a much larger goal—the 
Kingdom of God. A church plant with a Kingdom-centric 
perspective will have a far more transformative effect on its 
community than one carving its identity as relevant, edgy, or 
theologically corrective. If the local church is to alter the religious 
landscape of our world, we will do it through the intentional 
development of leaders whose primary concern is the redemptive 
mission of Christ!  

You’re about to experience a rare privilege. In a few minutes, 
you’ll be introduced to an intentional leader like this. Over his 
lifetime, Ralph Moore has seen perhaps the greatest multiplication 
movement in the modern Western world. For me, it has been an 
absolute dream come true to work with Ralph on this writing 
project. You’ll soon discover the simplicity of an apostolic leader’s 
commitment to disciple making, and how that commitment, over 
time, translates itself into a formidable movement.  

Ralph gives us a look under the hood of the Hope Chapel 
movement he started in the ‘70s to offer us an insightful view of 
what it looks like to start a Level 5 multiplying church. I think 
you’ll be inspired by the stories he tells and encouraged to dream 
about how you, too, could travel the New to Five pathway.  

So, read Ralph’s story as whole. Soak it up. Ask the Spirit to 
rebuild your priorities as a leader. Throughout the book, I’ve 
interspersed missiological commentary—aiming to provide you 
with some handles to apply the principles that Ralph has identified.  
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New to Five is about starting a different kind of church—one led 
by leaders who openhandedly give themselves away to advance the 
Kingdom of God. It’s about a new church that resists the 
temptations of addition to participate in reproduction. It is about a 
church that, for the sake of the waiting harvest, yearns for 
multiplication. 

—Jeff Christopherson 
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Chapter 1 

THOUGHTS OF A MONOMANIAC  

ON A MISSION 
 

I’ve often been called “a monomaniac with a mission.” I’ll let you 

in on a little secret: When people say this about me, I love it. 

While monomania has its own negative connotations, I like 

the idea of a monomaniac being an executive champion of one 

idea, cause or project. Monomaniacs behave irrationally but hang 

in for decades to protect their disciples and bring an idea to 

fruition. In fact, management guru Peter Drucker once observed: 

“Whenever anything is being accomplished, it is being done, I 

have learned, by a monomaniac with a mission.”  

Now you know why I like to hear that term and my name in 

the same sentence.  

 

 
 

Outsiders often observe the apostolic impulse found in movement 

makers as an unbalanced monomania. “Mono,” one—and “mania,” 
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madness, quite accurately describe a Kingdom-driven leader who 

has an unshakable call by God to bring the Good News of Jesus 

Christ to as many as possible. This pathological preoccupation is 

the unconscious filter that apostolic leaders use to steward energies 

and resources toward the greatest good, that is, disciples of Jesus 

Christ reproducing themselves. Whenever movements are found, 

large or small, it’s not difficult to find someone with “one 

madness” instigating its spiritual culture. 

 

Monomaniacs Build a Better World 

Monomaniacs affect the lives of others. Think of leaders like 

Apple’s Steve Jobs, Amazon’s Jeff Bezos or Ray Kroc, the 

business mind behind McDonald’s. In past decades, Thomas 

Edison would’ve been considered a monomaniac, as would 

Thomas Jefferson. Coming home on a Boeing Dreamliner the other 

day reminded me of two other monomaniacs: the brotherly duo of 

bicycle mechanics that flew a huge kite in 1902, one year before 

they attached an engine to it and sailed 120 feet across a sand dune.  

Probably the greatest monomaniac I know of is the Apostle 

Paul. He was a two-time monomaniac—first as a zealous Pharisee 

and then as the apostle who most closely emulated Jesus as a 

disciple maker. The Roman governor Festus called him “insane.” 

Paul even defended craziness, writing to the church in Corinth: “If 

it seems we are crazy, it is to bring glory to God. And if we are in 

our right minds, it is for your benefit” (2 Cor. 5:13, NLT).  
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 These historical and modern-day figures lived to change the 

world in their unique ways. The good news is that they did it—and 

so can you. 

 

 
 

Level 5 Multiplication and Why It Requires  

a Maniac to Lead It 

If I qualify as a monomaniac, my one cause is that “none should 

perish.” My life project has been planting churches that plant 

churches—in short, building a Level 5 church-planting movement. 

As far back as 1990, church growth scholar Peter Wagner observed 

that, “New churches are the best evangelistic tool under the sun.”2 

I’ve arranged my adult life around that statement. 

In their book, Becoming a Level 5 Multiplying Church, 

authors Dave Ferguson and Todd Wilson point out the rarity (.005 

percent) of Level 5 churches in the United States. The primary 

characteristics for Level 5 churches, they write, are “multiplying, 

releasing, and sending”: “Churches in this profile will plant 

hundreds of churches and send thousands of people to be part of 
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church-planting teams over their lifespan. Their scorecard is more 

about ‘how many we send’ than ‘how many we accumulate.’”3 

 

 
 

Leaders of Kingdom-first churches have the same 

multiplication mindset that Jeff describes. They’re Heaven-bent on 

seeing disciples multiply, and they champion that cause every 

chance they get. Although Level 5 leaders operate much like those 

of Level 3 or 4 churches, Level 5’s look toward the future, three or 

four generations of churches ahead of the church they currently 

pastor. This kind of forward thinking keeps these leaders central to 

the process of personally making disciples who will make disciples 

that can then disciple and multiply others (2 Tim. 2:2). 

Level 5 leaders also differ from others in the fact that they 

don’t feel the need to draw a crowd. This could be a byproduct of 

humility, or a sustaining trust that when they give away money and 

good leaders, God will supply both. 

Relief from “crowd-anxiety” feeds into monomania for 

multiplication. If you aren’t worrying or concerned about the size 
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of the church you pastor, you can more easily focus on growing the 

Kingdom of God by multiplying entire congregations.  

Throughout my years in ministry, I’ve seen that 

bivocational pastors often enjoy this side benefit of not needing to 

attract a crowd. One guy I know earns an annual salary of 

$130,000 while happily pastoring a handful of people in a church 

plant. He has no financial cares. By the way, he’s reaching across 

racial and cultural boundaries just as he did in the last church he 

planted, which grew to nearly 400 people (while he remained 

bivocational). His church will grow but without much financial 

worry. I’d call him and probably every other bivocational leader I 

know a monomaniac.  

 

Hope Chapel as A Level 5 Movement 

I stumbled into Level 5—before anyone coined the term. My 

friends and I just began intentionally multiplying churches. I’ll 

share some of our story here to give you a brief look at our overall 

journey. Several decades ago, my wife, Ruby, and I started a 

church that spread into a movement of more than 2,300 

documented church plants. We began as a bunch of young adults 

intrigued with The Navigators movement and their discipleship 

tools. Later, we developed a simple process requiring only the 

Bible as a centerpiece and relational disciple making, which 

became our modus operandi. We discipled people and then sent 

them out as pastors. We gave them on-the-job training (though 

some do go to seminary later). 
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 After 12 successful reproductive years and 30 individual 

church plants (at this point, our multiplication was at Level 4), we 

moved to Hawaii. There, we would multiply at Level 5 or fall short 

of our goal to evangelize one percent of the state’s population 

within a decade (one percent of the state would grow the 

population of people identifying themselves as Christians by 25 

percent). The population was right at a million with just four 

percent claiming to be Christians in the prior U.S. census, so we’d 

need to plant, or help others plant, enough churches to evangelize 

and house 10,000 people. Once we made multiplication our 

primary focus, the number of churches expanded rapidly as new 

churches made disciples and multiplied new churches.  
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Today, churches rooted in the Hope Chapel movement are 

present on every continent. At first glance, a few of our churches 

might appear to be Level 3, focusing on addition and attendance 

growth over reproduction. But if you look under the hood, you’ll 

find leaders who concentrate far more on multiplying churches 

than on building an audience. The size of our churches is usually a 

byproduct of the momentum that any church gains when it makes 

disciples effectively. People rally behind strong causes. 

 I’ve planted two churches just large enough to qualify as 

megachurches while multiplying others. Level 5 is not about size 

versus multiplication, but rather, growing while you multiply. This 

book necessarily reflects the Hope Chapel story, but the principles 

here apply to anyone with the courage to jump in and move toward 

Level 5. Enough about me for a while. We’ll get into the details of 

our journey in later chapters. 

 

 
 

Why You Won’t Find a Template for Level 5 

In North America, we’ve been conditioned to look for models to 

follow and emulate. We read the books of successful businessmen 

to learn how to be more profitable. We cheer on athletes for their 
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ability. We admire musicians for their talent. We listen to TED 

Talks to hear experts tell us how to be the best, earn the most, live 

the healthiest, etc. Unfortunately, in the Church we haven’t 

escaped this mentality. Leaders search for a model or template in 

everything we do, always looking for the silver bullet or secret 

sauce. I’m convinced this is one of the primary reasons 

Christianity is losing the contest for souls. Level 3 addition-

focused churches have started to look alike, and “alike” tends to be 

middle class—leaving lots of people outside the family. 

 

 
 

At Level 5, there is no template. I’ve spent my life 

modifying methods to integrate our core values into new 

communities and leverage the unique qualifications of diverse 

people. You can franchise a Level 3 church—jump on Amazon, 

and you’ll find dozens of templates. I can only teach you principles 

and a few non-negotiables (monomaniacs love non-negotiables). 

At Level 5, you’re working with a mousetrap—remove one piece, 

and the thing won’t work.  

I wish I could hold your hand and give you a step-by-step 

list of actions, but that would only create a dead, useless template. 
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You need to think and pray while you read this book. In the next 

chapter, we’ll get into why you should become a Level 5 church 

plant. After that, we’ll look at some universal principles to help 

you make it work. But to get there, you’ll need to first achieve 

monomania. 

 

You, Too, Can Be a Monomaniac On a Mission 

You may have been too young to have seen it, but the 1980 classic 

movie, The Blues Brothers, always reminds me of what it looks 

like to be bent on a mission. In the film, “Joliet” Jake and Elwood 

Blues (John Belushi and Dan Ackroyd) are two nutcase brothers, 

recently released from prison, who believe that they’re “on a 

mission from God” to save the financially distressed Catholic 

home where they grew up. It’s a pratfall film with lots of zany 

subplots, however in the end, everything these characters do leaves 

you wondering whether or not God might have actually been in 

it—because they accomplished their mission.  

When we moved to Hawaii bent on evangelizing one 

percent of the state, we took some harsh criticism. That’s why one 

of my favorite gifts is a photo of my church-planting partner, 

Aaron Suzuki, and me. Some of our younger staff members drew 

goofy fedora-like hats and Blues Brothers suits over our Aloha 

attire and hung the picture on a wall in our church office. The 

picture identifies us as “The Blues Brothers.” That goofy gift is 

still one of the nicest compliments I’ve ever received. We really 

were “on a mission from God.”  
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My guess is that most pastors would agree with everything 

I’m saying in this book about making disciples. The missing value, 

though, is an obsessive dedication to disciple making as the core 

purpose for your life and church. Without this resolve, the 

likelihood that you’ll soon relapse back into a Level 3 addition-

focused church greatly increases, even if you started at Level 5. I 

challenge you to think of yourself as a “monomaniac with a 

mission.” Don’t worry when family or friends deem you “a little 

nuts” over your single-minded focus on disciple making and 

multiplication.  

I still remember the heat we took from other pastors when 

we began planting churches in California. They called us rebels, 

hippies and assorted other names. Mostly, they were upset because 

we were so focused on something they didn’t understand. The guy 

who led our first church multiplication effort was mocked by 

friends who kept asking him, “When are you going to get over 

this?” He planted a church that multiplied four churches within the 

first five years. I’d say he qualified as a monomaniac with a 

mission. He never got over the idea of advancing the Kingdom 
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The Kingdom of God needs leaders like Aaron Suzuki. 

We’ve tried outgunning the devil through entertainment, but that 

proved fruitless. We can’t (nor should we try) compete on the 

world’s terms with better music, exciting liturgy or zippy sermons. 

You don’t need to look too far to realize that church campuses 

spouting water features for adults and video arcades for teens 

won’t cut it. Simply consider the generations we’ve raised in this 

context. They’re interested in Jesus, but mostly turned off to the 

churches where they grew up.  

It’s time for a different tack. Let’s try to smother Satan with 

more disciples and churches. We need more Level 5 churches led 

by leaders with an obsessive dedication to multiply disciple makers 

and churches from day one.  

 

Monomania and Social Disruption 

Seldom does a disruptive idea turn into reality without the presence 

of a monomaniac. For Walt Disney, it was animation (he nearly 

invented it) and entertainment. Steve Jobs was a freak for style. 
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Churchill knew he was called to lead his country through crisis—at 

age five (no kidding, read his biography). A monomaniac draws 

others together, finding greatness through the efforts of ordinary 

people wrapping themselves around a fresh idea.  

Lots of people are good at networking, but monomaniacs 

look for opportunity in every person they meet. Their mission 

drives them to uncover avenues to help them infuse their vision 

into the networks they create.  

In an American Church culture that idolizes Level 3 

churches and leaders, beginning life at New to Five is a disruptive 

idea. Both Level 3 and Level 5 churches are sure to benefit from 

the presence of good networkers. But Level 5 multiplication 

demands a catalytic personality that would sacrifice almost 

anything to bring others with them on the journey. 

 

 
 

Only a Monomaniac Would Read This Book 

You’re probably a monomaniac. If you weren’t, you wouldn’t be 

considering the idea of planting a new church. My question for you 
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is, Will you become a Level 3 monomaniac, or will your particular 

mania pull you all the way to Level 5—right from the start?  

My short (and blunt) take on this: If you choose Level 5, 

you get the opportunity to touch hundreds of thousands of people 

all over the world. If you settle for Level 3, all you get is the 

influence that comes with pastoring a large church.  

A true monomaniac may be off balance at times, but this 

kind of off-kilter mindset and heart change is necessary for 

extraordinary things to happen. In my experience, these leaders 

usually operate as counter-culture agents. If you start at Level 5, 

you’ll run counter to the Level 3 culture dominating the American 

scene. With a little success, you’ll catalyze a movement. Some 

people think catalytic behavior is inborn. I believe it can be learned 

and that learning it will ensure success at Level 5, so let’s go…    
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Chapter 2 

FROM NEW TO FIVE: WHY YOU SHOULD 

‘GO FOR IT’  
So why does Level 5 multiplication even matter? Why are we 

talking about all of this? Simply put, if we don’t get to Level 5, we 

will lose American culture to the dark side.  

 Every year, overall attendance in U.S. churches shrinks. 

Big box churches have failed to evangelize the country. I and a 

growing number of leaders believe we need more “boutique” 

churches to bring back evangelism and disciple making to the 

people. More churches at all levels of multiplication will help, but 

since Level 5 multiplication is most productive, why not start 

there? 

Remember what I said about monomaniacs loving non-

negotiables? Essentially, all of what I consider to be non-

negotiables comes into play as reasons why we should move from 

New church to Level 5, actually why every church should attempt 

to be a Level 5 multiplier. Each non-negotiable is biblical, simply 

reflecting the gospels and the book of Acts: 

• Every Christ-follower is a fisher of men. 

• Every disciple makes disciples. 

• Disciple making is the key to rapid church multiplication. 

• To reach broken people, we must engage with broken 

people. 
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• Church multiplication belongs to the local church. Since 

like begets like, so pastors produce pastors while educators 

produce educators. While it’s possible for professors to 

“disciple” church multipliers, it’s difficult because church 

multiplication is usually not a part of their experience (or full 

understanding). While I was in school, I never met a professor 

who had planted a church. The nearest exposure came from 

guest speakers in two separate chapel services in four years.  

• Our practices and processes should be infinitely 

reproducible and self-supporting as soon as possible. 

• The Great Commission calls for nothing short of world 

domination through love. 

Unlike a Level 3 church that becomes tied to its surrounding 

locality and buildings, Level 5 movement can invade the 

culture wherever there are everyday disciples making everyday 

disciples. 

 

 
 

One of the best illustrations of Level 3 and Level 5 multiplication I 

personally know about comes from the state where Hope Chapel 

first experienced Level 5 multiplication.  
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Contrasting Movements in Hawaii 

A Level 3 Awakening. Few people are aware of Hawaii’s spiritual 

history. Particularly at a loss are those who bought James 

Michener’s best-selling fictional account, Hawaii. The book makes 

for fun reading but doesn’t do justice to the powerful move of God 

that swept over the state during the first half of the 19th century. 

One of history’s greatest spiritual awakenings took place in the 

small Hawaiian Islands, but a century and a half later, it seemed as 

if nothing had ever happened.  

 In 1820, missionaries first descended on the Hawaiian 

Islands. As the first small shipload of evangelists left New 

England, the most powerful king in Hawaiian history, 

Kamehameha the Great, died, leaving his reign to his favorite wife, 

Ka’ahumanu. Soon after his death, the new queen challenged her 

husband’s religious law system known for its repression of women 

and bloodthirsty gods. Ka’ahumanu soon converted to Christianity, 

helping trigger church growth that became the strongest in the 

world at the time, according to records from the American Board 

of Commissioners for Foreign Missions, the agency that sent the 

missionaries.1 In a population of just over 100,000 people, nearly 

75 percent claimed some form of Christianity. Some of this trend 

was political; aligning with Christ often yielded power and 

financial gain because Hawaiian royalty championed Christianity. 

Still, it was perhaps the greatest per capita penetration of the 

gospel for any population in history. 
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There was a problem, however. The missionary population 

was small and slow to embrace “self-proclaimed Christians” as 

church members. Missionaries refused to baptize anyone who 

didn’t complete a bevy of instructional classes. They were even 

slower to develop a recognized clergy, thus forcing the Church to 

rely on just a few huge local churches. Within a few decades, the 

Christians lost the moral high ground when they participated in the 

United States’ takeover of the Hawaiian kingdom in the late 19th 

century. By 1970, the U.S. Census recorded that only four percent 

of Hawaii’s population called themselves Christians (including 

Protestants, Catholics, Mormons and Jehovah’s Witnesses). 

 A Level 5 Movement with Staying Power. Contrast that 

earlier awakening to the staying power of a recent Level 5 disciple-

making and church multiplication movement that swept over 

today’s Hawaii. 

In 1983, I stood on a beach in Kailua, Oahu, announcing 

our intention to win one percent of the population of Hawaii to 

Christ. We would do this through churches we planted or helped 

others to plant in 10 years. It took 11. My friend, Aaron Suzuki, 

our wives and 26 dedicated disciples (including children) moved 

with us from California. The first church I pastored in California 

moved from Level 2 to Level 4 because people needed a church 

like ours. The second one in Hawaii actually began at Level 5 

because of a vision that was bigger than we were. 
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From the first day in Hawaii, no one would rent us space to 

meet. So we met at the beach in folding chairs. A few months later, 

Congress passed legislation guaranteeing equal access to public 

facilities for religious groups. We rented a public school for our 

weekend services, which soon became our primary model for any 

church we planted. 

Our multiplication efforts set an example that birthed a 

wider church-planting movement. Four groups quickly gained 

momentum, but the real power lay with a host of smaller, mostly 

independent churches that took up the baton. Many of these groups 

began with a single disciple maker but eventually launched a small 

cluster of churches. A recent survey from the Barna Group reveals 

that our multiplication vision for Hawaii did bear great fruit. The 

study showed that 62 percent of the state’s population claim to be 

Christians2 with 34 percent saying they attended church within the 

prior seven days.3  

This is by no means my story. Rather, it’s the fruition of the 

Holy Spirit working in the hearts of many people who planted and 

were part of churches that went directly from New to Level 5—

because that’s how they understood the Great Commission. All of 
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this Level 5 multiplication has only taken three and a half decades, 

but that’s long enough to see the staying power of this movement.   

A New (But Very Old) OS 

I suppose going from new church to Level 5 has a certain attraction 

for leaders. In some American church circles, disciple making and 

church multiplication are becoming hot topics (a quick glance at 

Amazon.com shows a radical upswing in the number of new books 

about these subjects).  

However, I assume you’re not caught up in multiplication 

as a Christian fad and that you’re reading this book from a 

conviction that the Great Commission demands fully functioning 

Level 5 leaders and churches. I also presume that you came to 

Christ through a paradigm that we can now identify as an old 

wineskin—this idea that we can win the world by building bigger 

churches.  

Unfortunately, that paradigm isn’t proving to be viable for 

accomplishing Jesus’ Great Commission. We need a new 

wineskin. Think about Level 5 multiplication as moving from one 

operating system to another—like switching from iOS to Windows 

or from Android to an iPhone. I’m not talking about a gradual 

adjustment in the status quo. This is about adopting an unsettling 

view of our world. Everything about the process requires a new 

way of looking at what you do. Both operating systems share 

similar goals, however the processes are radically different. The 

Level 3 leader wants to win the world to Jesus, as does the Level 5 

leader. But they will go about it in very different ways. 
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If you’ve ever switched from Android to iPhone or vice 

versa, you know that changing operating systems means additional 

costs. Old software won’t work on the new system. The same thing 

happens when you move from Level 3 to Level 5. The initiatives 

and programs (software) you used in the past won’t run on a Level 

5 OS.  

A Level 5 operating system may be new to you, but it’s as 

old as the New Testament. When we begin to operate like the Acts 

2 church, putting the growth of the Kingdom first before our 

church’s growth, we begin to see God’s hand move in ways we 

couldn’t imagine. 

For example, some of our members started a church in a 

research station in Antarctica because they believed it could 

happen. A few of our church members taught a Kenyan pastor how 

to multiply churches (though none of these members have any 

formal training other than through discipleship in our church). And 

a couple of our disciples lead thousands in what an outsider might 

say looks like a Level 3 attractional church. Yet these men and 

women have multiplied hundreds of churches using the principles 

I’m now sharing in this book.  

Modern management savant Peter Drucker said, 

“organizations that thrive are those willing to abandon everything 

conventional for something better.”4 While other restaurant chains 

produced fast foods before them, McDonalds drastically lowered 

the costs of fast food, franchised it widely and generated the 

industry, as we know it. They disrupted the restaurant business, not 
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just fast food. The big box retail industry grew out of Toys-R-Us, 

and stores like The Body Shop turned bathroom essentials into an 

art form. There is the GE way, the Apple way, and even the Hope 

Chapel way. Each was willing to leave behind an old operating 

system. To create or rediscover a different OS, they had to stop 

copying the old one.  

Because you’re reading this book, I’m guessing that you’re 

probably thinking about launching a new congregation soon. My 

hope is that the content here will make the process easier for you. 

Launching a Level 5 church from day one offers some powerful 

benefits. Let’s look at who benefits and why. (By the way, if 

you’re getting a little lost in my terminology, take a couple days to 

read Becoming a Level 5 Multiplying Church by Exponential co-

founders Todd Wilson and Dave Ferguson. It’s available for free 

download at exponential.org)  

 

How You Benefit as a Level 5 Leader 

As a Level 5 pastor, you get opportunities to leverage your own 

spiritual gifts through the words and actions of the disciples you 

lead. I know firsthand that Level 5 multiplication allows you to 

accomplish far more than if you pastor one large church with a few 

scattered outreaches into your community, pockets of poverty in 

your city, or even into foreign countries. 

I could never pastor one church larger than some of the 

churches I led (the largest top out at just over 2,000 attendees). 

However, a couple of hundred thousand people attend churches 
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that we’ve multiplied. I can be in only a few locations during any 

given year, yet our churches are in hundreds of cities across the 

globe. That’s leverage! 

 

 
 

Another great benefit for you as a Level 5 leader is legacy. 

Most of the disciples you lead will still be alive after you die, 

which means that you can afford to face an uncertain future 

without worries about leaving a legacy in concrete and steel (or 

even institutions that you managed to get named after yourself). 

Mostly, you reap the joy of knowing you made an impact 

on the Kingdom of God—participating in a far greater harvest than 

any single congregation could yield.  

 

How Your People Benefit 

Most Christians live bifurcated lives. They achieve some measure 

of success in the first part of adulthood and then live the rest of 

their lives wondering, Is this all there is? Life becomes a sea of 

sameness.  
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 Repeatedly, I’ve seen how Satan uses this season in our 

lives to gain strongholds through adultery, alcohol abuse and 

materialism. In fact, I’m convinced that if we as leaders did a 

better job of building disciple-making vision into our people, we’d 

see fewer divorces among Christians. Folks who are busy 

discipling others tend to live full lives, better protected against 

Satan’s wiles. 

 

 
 

One of our church multipliers came to us as the former 

leader of a large youth program in another church. John had a 

problem with staying out of bed with the women attending his 

camps and events. We worked to disciple him into a pure life. 

However, the real power to change came when he began pouring 

into others. Soon, he was leading two disciple-making groups and 

has now gone on to plant two churches that have multiplied 

congregations into the United States and four Asian nations. 

When you as a leader give yourself to making disciples 

who make disciples to the fourth generation, you immediately jazz 

up the lives of otherwise bored Christ followers. Life suddenly 
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challenges and brings satisfaction to jaded people. And many of 

your prime disciples will multiply churches; a few will multiply 

churches that multiply churches. Infusing your launch team with 

New to Five thinking inspires and empowers them to carry the ball 

far down the field and achieve more than they could have ever 

imagined they’d do in their lifetime.  

Then there is the issue of the people who missed God’s call 

on their lives but as a result of meeting you, get a second shot at 

the prize. This is an immeasurable gift. I’m sure we both know 

seminary and Bible college graduates who crashed and burned in 

their churches and are now out there selling real estate or life 

insurance. A different ministry paradigm could help them satisfy 

their original calling. 

I always think of Steve, a middle-aged seminary graduate 

who joined our church in Hawaii several years after dropping out 

of pastoral ministry. We got Steve busy discipling others in a home 

group. After nearly a decade of this, he returned to his old 

denomination, moved to another island and began pastoring a 

church that eventually popped out a couple of house churches. He 

had retired, so he needed little income from the church. What 

Steve couldn’t envision as a professional pastor became possible as 

he began to see the harvest from a different operating system. 

When he no longer required financial support from a small church, 

he harnessed the horsepower he needed to return to his original call 

to pastor. 
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We need to move away from the idea that size fulfills the 

Great Commission and then intentionally redefine church success. 

The reality is that only those going to Heaven can fulfill Jesus’ 

command to make disciples of all nations. Do we have enough of 

these people? Are we centering our methods on the idea that more 

churches multiplying similar groups is the best way to bring the 

world to Christ? The New Testament tent-making concept could 

possibly unlock an exciting future for many people who might 

otherwise never get into ministry.  

 

Benefits You Lose If You Settle at Level 3 

If you settle for leading a Level 3 church that places more 

emphasis on growing your church than advancing the Great 

Commission, you sacrifice the joy of making disciples who make 

disciples. Basically, you succumb to the unrelenting task of 

placating consumer Christians. These folks attend church, largely 

as spectators. They come expecting a better sermon than last week, 

a more spectacular “worship” experience, and more excitement for 

their teenagers than the world offers. Leaders that fall into this trap 

miss Paul’s admonition in Ephesians 4 to equip their members for 

ministry.  

Unfortunately, when they think about making disciples, 

many pastors see the Great Commission only through the lens of 

short-term missions or evangelistic outreaches. They’re not 

committed to long-term disciple making and church multiplication, 
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either at home or abroad. Other churches see disciple making as a 

program, such as completing an eight-week video course.  

Let me take a minute to talk about discipleship tools 

because I don’t want you to think I’m against them. It’s all in how 

you view and then use them. Tools are designed to aid us in 

disciple making. Launching a Level 5 church requires us to 

assemble a disciple-making continuum that we can easily 

implement from the very beginning—a process that could 

potentially transform a nonbeliever into an overseas church 

planter. In our church, we leverage video tools and similar 

resources in an ancillary role to enhance that process. We use both 

simple tools we created and professionally designed programs if 

they support our core of relational disciple making. For example, 

we love the Alpha series and use it to start new home groups.  

Art, one of our leaders for our midweek disciple-making 

groups, came to us through Alpha. His wife was one of our first 

members in Hawaii. For 28 years, we prayed for Art to come to 

Christ. After he accepted Christ in an Alpha group, almost 

immediately we asked him to lead an Alpha table. Today, Art 

continues to pour into people, discipling others.  

Because Level 3 leadership tends to be program-driven, 

leaders don’t often get to see the transformation of lives like we 

saw with John, Steve, Art, and numerous others. Leaders might 

know when a video course starts and ends. But the benefits of 

biblical disciple making—the process that Jesus modeled and 

called us to do—just don’t happen through ongoing programs.  
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The real problem seems to be that most church planters 

choose addition over multiplication by simply stopping with 

addition. They spend their energies on effective evangelism and do 

whatever’s necessary to build a large congregation. My question is 

always: Are they really just managing for their own results? If so, 

they fail at the task of world evangelism, or making disciples of all 

nations (Jesus wasn’t talking about making a few disciples in 

scattered countries, but rather discipling entire cultures and 

nations). In the bigger picture, the large church attendance 

numbers are relative. They don’t hold up. 

 

 
 

Unfortunately, the very things that got Level 3 churches to 

where they are tend to keep them there because once you birth the 

beast, you need to regularly feed the beast. If you don’t know it 

already, feeding a Level 3 church takes a lot of money, talent, 

leadership and dedicated volunteers. Start releasing and sending 

them out, and your church might implode. At least that’s the 

prevailing fear that often prevents Level 3 leaders from even 
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contemplating the possibility of becoming a church multiplication 

movement that carries out the Great Commission and advances the 

Kingdom—the absolute greatest lost benefit I can think of for 

settling at Level 3.  

 

 
 

Benefits You Miss Without a Multiplication-Addition Balance 

I have a friend who’s determined to become a radical Level 5 

leader. His problem is that he refuses to see the need for ministries 

that generate addition. His strategy is to build a discipleship 

continuum but not much else.  

Experience warns me that this tack will result in this church 

eventually turning inward. Without a continuing emphasis on 

evangelism, a church can get too busy perfecting the saints. They 

may begin by multiplying churches, but because they aren’t adding 

disciples, they aren’t multiplying their capacity. They’ll soon run 

out of a viable leadership base large enough to sustain and grow 

greater multiplication. My friend needs to learn the value of 

addition that provides a stream of potential church planters—

another reason why we need to see the world through “and” rather 

than “or.”  
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Currently, I pastor a three-year-old congregation built 

around a launch team of Baby Boomers. As we’ve grown, we’ve 

found ourselves communicating well with Millennials, and their 

numbers are now increasing in our church. A few Boomers have 

what it takes to plant a new church, but we know that our future is 

mostly in the hands of these Millennials. Their age makes them 

ripe for planting churches to reach their own generation. For this 

reason, we spend heavily on Google AdWords to help emerging 

generations discover and learn about us. We work at relational 

evangelism but find no shame in supplementing it through ads that 

invite tech-savvy Millennials to join us. 

As leaders of churches focused on the Great Commission, 

we must operate on both axes of addition and multiplication. 

Addition comes through men’s fellowships, women’s breakfasts, 

youth activities, etc. The list goes on. The point is that when our 

current disciples run out of friends to evangelize, these programs 

and events infuse new blood into the system. They also provide 

leadership-training experience, which is valuable for equipping 

people to lead larger groups such as a fledgling church. I always 
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attend our men’s breakfasts. Each one is a mixture of food, 

fellowship and goofy door prizes, as well as testimonies from three 

ordinary men. I scout these meetings for potential leaders and 

possible pastors.  

Our lack of addition isn’t the only aspect that can plague 

multiplication. Some of my most mission-oriented friends are so 

focused on community needs that they grow weak at evangelism, 

disciple making and multiplication. I recently led a church 

multiplication seminar in Eastern Europe where I met a support-

based missionary who boasted that after three years of being there, 

everyone on his bike path and in his favorite coffee shop knew him 

by name. He bragged that he was making friends with lonely 

people who weren’t ready for him to talk about Jesus. I wonder if 

any of these friends will die before he feels ready to share the 

gospel. This guy is on a mission to make friends but is falling short 

of the command to make disciples.  

 

	
	

We really need the balance that Jesus displayed in His life. 

He made disciples and then sent them out to minister and look for 

a person of peace where they could begin the process all over 
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again. Along the way, Jesus and His disciples met the needs of 

broken people who often lived on the fringes of society (Luke 

4:18)—the wealthy, like Matthew and Zacchaeus, and the poor, 

like the lepers and the widow who put her last bit of money in the 

offering. Multiplication and addition came together to generate a 

movement.  

I love the story of Robert Barringer, a young man discipled 

by a guy that one of our disciples had discipled (in case you’re 

counting, that’s a pass-along factor of three disciples). Before 

coming to Christ, the man who discipled Robert sold drugs to him, 

then a 17 year old. I only spoke with Robert a few times during 

those early years, but some of our conversations helped mold the 

choices he would make about his future. Fast-forward 30 years 

when I was reintroduced to Robert. I couldn’t remember meeting 

him, until he mentioned the name of the man who told him about 

Christ and discipled him—the same guy who had once sold him 

drugs.  

Later, Robert told me about his incredible ministry at 

Harvest Mission Community Church in Lima, Peru. He regularly 

preaches to more than 10,000 people and now leads a church 

multiplication movement of more than 350 churches. Robert leads 

in three dimensions. The church is good at addition, strong in 

multiplication, and highly missional as they reach into untouched 

areas filled with poor and broken people. My failing to recognize 

him at first illustrates my point. You see Robert wasn’t my disciple 

or even a close friend. I discipled a guy who discipled a guy who 
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discipled Robert. That’s the balance and excitement of 

multiplication and addition at work. 

 

 
 

A Simple Proposition 

Before leaving California for Hawaii, I got into restoring 

and flipping classic cars. I got to play with everything from a 1930 

Ford to a Jaguar XKE. My days off from the large congregation I 

pastored often found me at a paint store or visiting a friend’s body 

shop (he discipled me in the finer points of my hobby). It became 

easy to connect with people who thought it funny that a pastor 

came into their world with paint under his fingernails. The upshot 

is that we discipled some of the converts from those days into the 

church. One even planted a church. 

Though it may be difficult to execute, Level 5 leadership is 

actually a simple proposition. You merely pour yourself into 

intentional friendships centered on Jesus. The goal of making 

disciples who will make disciples is an uncomplicated process. 

Uncomplicated, but exciting because of its inherent and positive 

instability.  
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With Level 5 multiplication, you never know which new 

person you meet will change history in some community or in 

Robert Barringer’s case, a country. Conversely, Level 3 leadership 

can become complicated as you invest time and resources into 

generating programs that compete with what you did last year. 

Complicated, but boringly stable. 

However you cut it, settling for anything less than Level 5 

leadership substitutes the excitement of generating a movement 

with the unexciting stability of one non-multiplying church. Those 

of us who have been there and have seen lives, churches and 

communities transformed will choose the faith and uncertainty of 

Level 5 experiences over nice, steady lives and churches any day. 

You stand to lose a lot if you back away from the decision you’re 

toying with today.  
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Chapter 3 

THE POWER OF IDENTIFYING YOUR  

MULTIPLICATION DNA 
	
While there is no right or wrong model and certainly no template 

for beginning at Level 5, experience has shown me that before you 

can start anything, you must know whom you are and where you’re 

going. Will you be a church that multiplies disciples that multiply 

disciples to the fourth generation and plants churches that plant 

churches?  

 Our church leans toward relationships; we try really hard to 

keep programs to a minimum. We leverage an apostolic system 

built around a few inexpensive and infinitely reproducible 

practices that we use each time we plant a church.  

But that’s us. The goal is to determine, “what makes you, 

you?” What is your own multiplication DNA and vision? How will 

the movement you lead function and advance? I think you’ll be 

more likely to discover your unique identity if I ask you telling 

questions as well as supply anecdotes and examples of how we’ve 

answered those questions in our context. For a closer look at our 

movement, check out my book, Let Go of the Ring: The Hope 

Chapel Story. 
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I thought you might like to take a brief look under our hood 

to check out the insights we’ve discovered and contextualized over 

the years to identify our unique DNA and multiplication vision—

lessons I wish someone had taught me before I ever planted the 

first Hope Chapel.  

	
Relational Disciple Making Is Core to Everything You Do 

How will you move people from pre-Christians to fanatical 

disciple makers, some of whom will go out to plant a church (or 

another movement)?  

For us, our midweek home meetings, which we call 

“MiniChurches,” facilitate relational disciple making. They really 

are a function of our local church, stemming from our 

interpretation of Acts 2:41-47. (I know it sounds minor, but try to 

create a name for your weekly groups that suggests disciple 

making along with fellowship.) We equip and empower the leaders 

of our home groups to marry, bury, baptize and do baby 

dedications. They learn to minister to each other in a communal 

setting where they help the people in their groups dive deeper into 

the weekend teaching and practical application by asking some 

soul-searching questions such as, “What did the Holy Spirit say to 

you this week?”  

It sounds corny but ask yourself, what would Jesus do? 

What would He do in your community? About a decade ago one of 

my friends, Francis, who’s CEO of the largest firm of his kind in 

Hawaii, asked himself this question. He and his wealthy friends 
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bought a movie theater where they planted a church on the fringe 

of Honolulu’s Skid Row district. Now they lead a congregation of 

hundreds of people otherwise untouched by the gospel. Do I need 

to add that had this now bivocational CEO quit his job to go into 

full-time ministry, the church wouldn’t own the theater?  

Ohigashi, a former Moonie in Japan, exclusively invited 

members of the cult to his house for Sunday afternoon lunch. That 

lunch grew into a church, which has found a way to multiply 

congregations in India. Then there are my British friends, Paul and 

Fran, who live in England and started a house church there by 

cooking massive lunches for foreign graduate students at a nearby 

university. As a result of planting out of evangelistic relationships, 

their house church has sent many students back to their home 

countries as bivocational missionaries. Several of them are 

multiplying, having planted similar house churches once they got 

home. 

When we begin to disciple others in relationship, 

identifying their specific hurts and needs —the same way Jesus 

ministered to others and taught His disciples—we start to discover 

our church’s own multiplication DNA and discern what God is 

calling our church to be and where He is calling us to go. 
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You Need a Pre-Pre-Pre-Launch Team 

No, that’s not a type-o. As crazy as it may sound, you need to 

create three pre-launch teams that will become progressively more 

involved as you move toward actual launch. I encourage 

prospective church planters to build a “pre-pre-pre-launch” team, 

then a “pre-pre-launch team,” a pre-launch team and finally a 

launch team.  

Phase 1: The pre-pre-pre-launch team should involve only 

a few closely trusted advocates. In this phase, you’ll work as a 

team focused on who your church is and who it will become. 

Together during several meetings, you refine that identity.  

Phase 2: The pre-pre-launch team includes a wider circle 

of friends that your phase 1 team invites to the table. At these 

meetings, you’ll iron out any wrinkles in your thinking as you 

teach what you developed in phase 1 to the phase 2 team. 

Phase 3: Finally, you’ll build the pre-launch team that will 

oversee the church during the first few weeks or months post-

launch. Successful execution usually involves several Sunday 

afternoons while you teach the team your DNA and turn it into job 

descriptions for those who will do the work. Notice that we’re still 

talking about the pre-launch team. Once you open your doors, this 

team will invite their wider circle of friends (and you may choose 

to invite the wider community) to run the church. The art of giving 

away jobs and responsibilities (fast!) helps churches turn into 
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disciple-making machines. Whoever gives his or her task to 

someone is now responsible for discipling the person into that role. 

Who your church is affects everything you set out to do, so 

be sure you get this right. You’re defining and building DNA into 

the church plant. These meetings with your pre-launch teams will 

determine if you make it from New to Five, or settle for a Level 3 

attempt. 

 

 
 

Use these questions both personally and with your pre-

launch teams (all phases) to help you discern your unique 

multiplication DNA and direction:  

•  What are our long-term goals?  

• What will we resolve to accomplish in 20 years—

unlike any other church? 

• Will we generate a movement? If so, what will be 

our approach?  
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•  What three books do I need to give to our team and 

church to help them understand what I’m dreaming 

about in specific areas? 

 

See Your Church Through Missionary Eyes 

Ten days ago, two new guys showed up in our church. One studies 

with an online Bible college. Both have leadership skills honed by 

service in the U.S. military. We’re already discussing what it 

would take for them to plant a church. I see our church through 

missionary-sending eyes and teach our people the importance of it.  

How do you view the unbelieving community? Are they the 

enemy? If so, then you’re a missionary outpost in dangerous 

territory. If, however, you see them as your people who just don’t 

know it yet, then you are their pastor, and your people are there to 

disciple them. This kind of mindset will seriously color your 

approach to evangelism and become a primary factor in 

determining whom your church is and where it’s going.  
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Simple and Reproducible Are Essential 

Can you find a simple way to turn your disciples into church 

planters without the financial costs of seminary? We do this by 

discipling our MiniChurch pastors in small groups. This approach, 

plus scattered formal training events, is our primary way for 

developing leadership to launch all of our churches.  

 Most every church group or denomination allows for lay 

pastors at some level. If yours doesn’t, can you see your way to 

planting independent churches without denominational support? If 

so, will you be willing to sacrifice leaders, members and money to 

make it happen? You’ll need to answer specific doctrinal 

questions, such as, “What are our criteria for baptizing someone? 

Will people need to attend 24 weeks of classes first?” The 

willingness and ability to ensure your model for developing leaders 

is both simple and reproducible will go a long way in identifying 

your multiplication DNA.  

	
	

Multiplication Requires Succession Management 

I’m convinced that if our church lost our meeting place next week, 

we could turn into a small-church network of disciples that add and 

multiply. Our people are glued to each other at the small group 

level. Because I teach through entire books of the Bible rather than 

topically (the teaching is not exhaustive—I keep it light), our 

people know God’s Word quite well. They are able to function as 
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leaders. On the personal front, I always make discipling a possible 

successor my top priority. Usually it’s our youth pastor (currently 

this is Mike, who teaches his students from my sermon notes each 

week).  

 To become a church with a multiplication DNA, you’ll 

need to think succession and be on constant lookout for people 

who could multiply your efforts.  

So the questions really become:  

• Will you expend your energies on new Christ 

followers, or will you imitate Jesus, equipping and 

empowering people to replicate your mission?  

• Will you bring together large groups of people by 

providing great entertainment and addictive Bible 

teaching? Or will your message tilt toward coming 

alongside  people to do something useful for the 

Kingdom?  

• Will your preaching feed your small groups’ 

penchant for intellectual learning, or will it leave folks 

feeling uneasy if they aren’t building the Kingdom of 

God? 

• Will your church’s small groups become a center 

for community in your church  (disciple-making circles, 

but primarily meeting the call to koinonia that we find 

in the New Testament)?  
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Can you use the outcome of your phase 1 meetings (pre-

pre-pre-pre-launch team) to write a short, self-published eBook 

that shares your personal story and multiplication vision for the 

church? You might want to start with those notes you present to 

the phase 1 pre-launch group. By the way, a book like this is a 

great giveaway for a launch day event. It becomes the roadmap for 

the future of your church. 
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Chapter Four 

LIVING LESSONS FOR PLANTING A 

CHURCH AT LEVEL 5 

 
How does a new church pursue Level 5 from its very 

beginning? In this chapter, I offer several principles for travelling 

this multiplication pathway. But before we get to these, I want to 

make sure you understand that you can follow all of the principles 

perfectly but if you don’t see disciple making as the life calling for 

every Christ follower, you’ll never get to Level 5 multiplication.  

Think about it. If the Great Commission applies to every 

church member (and it does), then disciple making is the central 

issue for every pastor. However, you must be intentional about 

making biblical disciples that make disciples. Without 

intentionality, you could easily find yourself trying to satisfy a 

congregation of overfed Christians. Think of a stream that begins 

with a trickle of snowmelt in the mountains but ends as a raging 

river flowing into the sea. Compare that to the stagnant, lifeless 

water you might find in a pond. Which metaphor would you 

choose to describe the church you intend to plant?” 

I started my first church, Hope Chapel in Hermosa Beach, 

California, hoping to arrive at Level 3. We did become a big 

church, but unexpectedly we grew into something more. (Let me 

be clear that I have no argument against big churches. The size of a 
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church doesn’t dictate its ability to multiply. Level 3 churches can 

move to Level 5. I just think that the Great Commission will 

require us to start and multiply numerous smaller congregations 

that can reach into every nook and cranny of society).  

Over the last four decades, we’ve learned that the process 

really starts with a change in outlook. Everyone aspires to 

something. When you’re pulling together a launch team, you can 

mentally be at Level 3, envisioning one church full of people—or, 

with a simple change of mind, you can step into Level 5 with a 

vision for numerous disciple-making churches. Remember, this is 

about a new operating system. After you grasp this new OS, 

intentional church multiplication is not difficult.  

Before I go any further, let me offer a disclaimer. My job is 

not to set out prescriptive methods (I’d fail you if I did). The Hope 

Chapel way is not the right way or a template (no one at our 

church would say that either). It’s simply an example to get you 

thinking. I’m just trying to give you living, biblical principles that 

we’ve discovered along the way and have proven effective for us. 

Your job is to prayerfully adapt what I’m sharing to your context 

as the Spirit leads and create your own story.  

	
Principles for Launching at Level 5 

Set long-term goals. If you choose to plant a multiplying church, 

you must believe that this is the best way to win the spiritual 

conflict and push back the darkness. After that, everything depends 
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on your community, the disciples you make, opportunities that 

arise, etc.  

 Form always follows function. You’ll need to write disciple 

making and church multiplication into your vision and mission 

statements, and then set measurable goals—perhaps as far as 20 

years out. As you pray about this potential new ministry, I 

encourage you to ask the Lord for 20-year goals. These goals will 

become your “North Star,” guiding your planning and budgeting 

processes. 

I tell you this because you don’t want to lead a church that 

sets off in a new direction every year, or continually generates new 

five-year plans because the last five-year plan failed. Also, 

progressing toward a 20-year goal makes it easier to stomach a 

short-term setback, or gracefully handle an unexpected windfall. A 

set of long-term goals makes short-term planning far easier. (Of 

course, I’m assuming your long-term goals measure progress in 

terms of disciples and churches multiplied, rather than the number 

of people in your chairs.) 
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When we started our first church, we had no goals and only 

fell into planting a church when some folks who lived several 

miles away asked one of our leaders, Richard Agozino, to lead a 

Sunday night service in their home. A few years in, the original 

congregation that began with 12 people slipped into reproduction, 

multiplying 29 first- and second-generation church plants while we 

were there. Now, 40-plus years later, that church still multiplies 

under the leadership of pastor Zac Nazarian who accepted the Lord 

in the church and came up through its disciple-making ranks. 

  By the time we left for Hawaii to start the 30th Hope 

Chapel plant, Hope Chapel Hermosa was already a Level 4 

reproducing congregation. In Hawaii, we experienced Level 5 from 

inception. We knew that starting at Level 5 was the only way we 

would achieve our evangelism goals in Hawaii. Hope Chapel 

Kaneohe Bay, on the island of Oahu, was New to Five right out of 

the box. Hope Chapel Honolulu, the third congregation my wife 

and I personally planted, began as a multi-site extension of the 

Kaneohe church (I preached in both places before handing the 

original church to the next generation). Though we had no idea we 

were doing it, we set Level 5 goals. We intentionally avoided any 

thought of weekend attendance numbers and just focused on 

disciple making. Our 20-year goals include:  

• Directly plant 30 churches.  

• Infuse each church plant with church multiplication 

DNA.  
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• Establish a meaningful church multiplication 

presence in three countries other  than our own.  

In the last three years, we’ve launched or helped launch 

eight congregations in Hawaii, California, Nevada, and Africa. 

Some of these will never reproduce (sometimes you just need to 

face reality), and we’re sure we belong in Japan and Kenya. 

Currently, we’re cautiously knocking on doors in Mainland China. 

We encourage all of our new pastors to pray that God will give 

them a natural bridge into another country. This practice has 

yielded unanticipated fruit. Just this month Veronica, a Filipino 

woman in our congregation, asked for 50 copies of my church 

multiplication books to distribute to pastors on her upcoming trip 

back home. We’re finding that making disciples who believe in 

church multiplication often opens doors in surprising ways. Similar 

situations have allowed even some of our smallest churches to 

make friends, disciple people and see them multiply new global 

congregations. 
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Build a pipeline to multiplication. The second principle we’ve 

learned is to build a church-planting pipeline into the paradigm of 

your disciple-making process. 

As I stressed in the last chapter, you need a simple, 

reproducible system for developing leaders. Before you even hold 

your first worship service, create a simple path that guides 

someone from a questioning “pre-believer” to an equipped “church 

planter.” We look at every new convert as a potential overseas 

church planter. Most won’t ever plant a church, let alone do it 

overseas. But by raising the bar this high, we pull everyone farther 

than they might go otherwise. 

For us, the multiplication pipeline begins with friendship 

evangelism, or making disciples of non-believers. After someone 

accepts Christ, we draw him or her into a MiniChurch (our 

midweek home groups). If they respond well, we draw them into 

the leadership circle of the MiniChurch. At that point, they get 

invited to specialized discipleship groups that are only open to 

MiniChurch leaders. These meetings are our closest approximation 

to seminary. If a person starts three successful MiniChurches, we 

see them as a potential staff member or church planter. I hope you 

see that our pathway is very clear and organic. 
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Plant from evangelism. As much as you can, plant from 

evangelism rather than for evangelism. This approach requires that 

you and your launch team build relationships with people outside 

the body of Christ. When a believer makes friends with a 

nonbeliever, disciple making begins. Teach this until people live it 

out naturally. 

Encourage your people to befriend the outcast at work, 

share answers to prayer with people on a workplace softball team, 

or just get to know their neighbors. Consistently reinforce the 

concept that these relationships are every church member’s 

mission field close to home. Currently, I’m working hard to build 

friendships with two gay men who live on our street (someone 

frightened them away from me by telling them that I’m a pastor).  

In my first two churches, the surf culture was an available 

mission field. In both settings, a few of our disciples worked in 

surf shops and befriended young kids who shopped there. Some of 

our guys were well-respected surfers, so it was natural for them to 

begin the disciple-making process and bring surfers into 

relationship with the Lord. Two of our surfing disciple makers, 
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Kaui and Shannon Hill, provided the impetus when they moved 

disciple making from their surf shop into their mother’s home. 

I love the story of Blaine “Sumo” Sato, one of our 

disciplers who helped open several Hope Chapels in Hawaii. After 

a move to California, Blaine continued to disciple others, earning 

him the unofficial title of “the surfing pastor,” the opportunity to 

be chaplain of Huntington Beach’s Marine Safety Division, and 

recently a place in the Surfers’ Hall of Fame. In effect, he has 

started dozens of what you might call “pocket churches” among 

young people who would probably never step into a typical Sunday 

morning setting. Now a pastor of a church that serves the homeless 

and surfers in recovery, Blaine could teach a master class on what 

it looks like to plant churches out of evangelism.  

What we’ve learned is that it’s best to focus our structured 

disciple-making efforts on the newest believers because they are 

the people who have the most non-believing friends. Doing this 

helps you inject the life of Christ into your surrounding community 

rather than running a bunch of classes for over-educated 

Christians. Launch with a large percentage of Christ followers, and 

you’ll tilt away from evangelism. Granted, starting with a tilt 

toward evangelism is difficult. You’ll need to fly under the radar, 

which means there will be no big grand opening. You might 

replace it with a barbecue in a park and announce your plans to a 

gathering of friends of friends.  

We also try to tilt our ratio of seasoned believers vs. pre-

believers toward the harvest by building a launch team that reflects 
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the demographics of the community we hope to engage. As your 

launch team makes disciples within the community, they teach 

those people to make disciples of the people around them. It’s an 

ongoing chain reaction. Every disciple maker should call others to 

become fishers of men. 

 

	
	

Model your disciple making after Jesus and the 12.  Can you 

imagine 13 guys hanging out together for three years without ever 

discussing women or skipping stones across the water? Yes, Jesus 

taught Scripture to His group of learners but more than anything, 

He lived life with the 12 men He chose to lead. Our disciple 

making should be more than Scripture memory and prayers; it 

should center on sharing life with one another.  

I disciple our key leaders. This is actually the second item 

in my job description. Each of them lead MiniChurches as 

disciple-making groups. As cream rises to the top, some 

MiniChurch pastors take on an apostolic flavor as they continue to 

start new groups (each time leaving the old group in the hands of 

one of their disciples). This is where we get the pastors for a 
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multiplying movement. Each midweek congregation becomes a 

reproductive unit. Ideally, each individual reproduces, and 

certainly each pastor reproduces and pours into another. Churches 

reproducing churches just flows from there. 

	
Preach to equip people for ministry. As pastors, our preaching 

should come across as lively as anyone else’s preaching, but it 

should also form a baseline of truth for disciple making. The 

sermon that equips and empowers people rather than just filling 

heads with knowledge can anchor an extended chain of disciple 

making. If you continuously refer to your vision for multiplication 

and equipping people for ministry in your preaching, I’d say you 

have a good shot at growing a single congregation into a 

transnational church multiplication movement. 

 

 
 

Of course, you can’t truly equip others without establishing 

disciple making as a core purpose in your own life. Ask yourself, 

“Who are my three closest disciples?” Do it now! Try to answer 

the question without thinking about it. If they really are your 

disciples, they should immediately come to mind.  
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If you don’t have three disciples who are already making 

disciples, then get busy! My best advice to you is not to embark on 

a church-planting journey if you’re not first making disciples and 

to never plant someone who isn’t making disciples. Your disciples 

should identify with a mission so strongly that they would consider 

moving to another city to get the job done. Ideally, these disciples 

should have disciples of their own. They may not all pack up and 

move, but they should be intrinsically involved in planting the new 

church.  

	
Make heroes of your people. Pastoral insecurity is a powerful 

limiting factor to a church multiplication movement. If our 

insecurities cause us to continually occupy center stage, then we 

will never make room for genuine disciple making and rapid 

church multiplication. If you want momentum, you must share the 

spotlight. Movements require a change in our hero stories. The 

practice of celebrating others over self-promotion is normative to 

movement makers. I regularly invite the best disciple makers in 

our church to preach in my place. I also tell their stories in my 

teaching time. Additionally, we use video testimonies. Each week, 

we ask a different person to offer a short testimony and then pray 

over the offering in our weekend services. The testimony is usually 

about something we hope others will emulate.  

Each year, the young congregation I’m currently leading 

sends a team of about 20 people to operate an eyeglass clinic in 

Kenya. One of our disciples, Charlie, recruited two doctors to treat 
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more than 2,000 people in several villages over a period of just 

three weeks. They also evangelize, bringing 700-plus people to 

Christ each year. I only just discovered that they’ve never been to 

the same village twice, so each year these patients and their 

families are potentially a new mission field. 

The best part of this story is that the members of our church 

are so into disciple making that they’ve taught Samwel Ampora, a 

Kenyan pastor, to modify our simple home group model to fit their 

situation. The church in Kenya now makes disciples who disciple 

others. To date, this congregation has launched five new churches. 

They’re at Level 4 reproduction, but aiming for Level 5 

multiplication. We’re even sending two of our stronger disciples 

back to Kenya a second time to teach church multiplication 

principles to anyone who will listen. 

The wonderful part of the story is that I have never been to 

Kenya, so no one can give me credit for training those leaders. The 

fruit came through ordinary people who learned to make disciples 

who make disciples. It’s become natural for them to see church 

multiplication opportunities where they go. Lately they’ve been 

inviting me to go with them. However, I refuse because I want 

them to be the heroes.  

Because we are a small church, this mission is a very big 

deal to us. For that reason, we’ve asked people from the Kenya 

team to talk about the highlight of their most recent trip and then 

pray for the offering on Sundays. As I write, we’re currently 10 

weeks into someone from the Kenya team sharing the highlight of 
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his or her trip each week. Ten weeks is a long time. Why do we go 

to such extremes? We want our church to see these folks as heroes 

in the faith. Their stories inspire others to consider their own 

missional opportunities and to recruit new people to join them. It’s 

natural for a new recruit to become a follower—we call this 

making disciples. 

You can turn your people into the heroes in their own 

stories. Weave their adventures into your sermons and invite them 

to tell their story in front of the congregation. I know firsthand that 

you’ll generate enthusiasm, a surplus of workers and even bigger 

offerings. John 14:12 is one of my favorite verses: “We do this as 

imitators of Jesus, who declared that the upcoming victories of his 

disciples would surpass his own accomplishments” (John 14:12). 

	
Pastor a community, not just a church. Most often associated 

with Catholic churches, the idea of leading or being part of a parish 

comes into play here. You assume responsibility for everyone in 

the city or region. Whether or not they know it, you resolve to 

become their pastor. 

The point here, of course, is that we assume responsibility 

for the hurts and opportunities in our city, “owning” the lost within 

our circle of influence. 

A look at the future history of the church might 

characterize the last four decades as an age of addition rather than 

reproduction—a time when churches have settled for building 

crowds rather than impacting nations. Because important leaders 
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have chosen to build spiritual cafeterias and create a consumer 

mindset, we’re losing ground as we fail to make disciples. 

Typically, serving in these churches means supporting the machine 

rather than reaching the lost through disciple making and church 

multiplication. From the outset, your goal should be to equip your 

people to make disciples of their friends. I always tell planters that 

you should hope the children in your parish, yet to be born, would 

one day plant churches because of the way you operate the one 

you’re hoping to start. 

 

	
	
Minimalize your ecclesiology. If you haven’t already realized it, 

people today are not as interested in doctrinal differences or 

educational pedigrees as they are in an experience with God or 

participating in a mission that changes lives. If you embrace the 

idea of a new wineskin church at Level 5, you need to do so with a 

minimal ecclesiology. A Level 5 church-planting movement will 

multiply churches outside its own circle of influence. Be careful, 

but go directly at it.  
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We’ve been part of planting many independent churches 

(even when we were part of a denomination) in addition to coming 

alongside planters to launch churches in several different 

denominations. Usually, this happened as a result of our members 

that discipled backslidden believers who then wanted to return to 

the group where they first came to know the Lord and plant a 

church. We’ve also multiplied movements within our movement 

that identify as their own tribe. We’re just not into protecting a 

brand. 

Our congregation, much like Hillsong Church in Sydney, 

Australia, doesn’t keep a membership book. If you’re involved in 

the disciple-making continuum and financially support the 

ministry, we invite you to consider yourself a member. While we 

fanatically protect our values, we easily embrace anyone who 

desires to partner with us. 

 

	
	

Develop a bias to “yes.” When Jesus sends out His disciples for 

ministry, He commands them: “As you go, proclaim this message: 

‘The kingdom of heaven has come near’” (Matt. 10:7). The “as 
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you go” part of His commission assumes that as His disciples, we 

make disciples within the natural arena of our contacts and 

competence. That obedience actually happening among those in 

your church will depend on your propensity toward “yes.” Can 

people approach you with a new wineskin idea, expecting the 

freedom to think innovatively? Or will they need to follow a party 

line? What about your team? Will you build a “bias to yes” into 

your team by letting people exercise their gifts and test their own 

ideas?  

As our church in Kaneohe grew, so did our staff. And as 

the staff grew, we gradually began to lose our bias to “yes.” In the 

beginning, you’ll likely recruit new believers who are nearly 

fanatical about Jesus and serving Him—people who are ready to 

“go for it!” But as the church grows, inevitably you’ll attract more 

people from other congregations who have been doing church for 

years. Often, they’re more cautious. They’ve been there, done that! 

Add a few of them to your staff, and their hesitancy to risk can 

start to cultivate a bias to “no” in both you and your team.  

Guard against that by looking for ways to express your bias 

to “yes.” At one of the churches we planted, I realized that our 

team had developed a progressive bias to “no.” I knew I needed to 

do something when they rejected a potential new staffer named 

Guy. They felt he was too shy to make a good leader, but I saw 

that people naturally followed him. So I brought this huge 

Hawaiian man onto our staff as a replacement for my secretary 

who had moved to another island. The staff basically had to put 
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their bias aside and work with him. Guy quickly went from 

secretary (the ugliest I ever saw) to pastoring our ministry to men. 

From there, he planted three churches, a large church six miles 

away from ours, and multiplied a handful of others. A decade later, 

he planted in another part of the island and has multiplied one 

other congregation from the new church (so far). A bias toward 

“no” can prevent lots of good ministry. 

My “yes” bias also plays out in my sending impulse—both 

others and myself. Twice, I’ve left large congregations I had 

planted for new territory. That sending impulse continues to grow. 

Recently, we announced our decision to resign from our current 

church in Hawaii to follow the Lord back to the mainland. A recent 

drive along Hawaii’s Pacific Coast Highway listening to surf 

music left me pretty emotional yet excited about what was to 

come, knowing we would soon leave behind everything to move to 

a new place and start a new ministry. 

What about other differences? Will you show your bias to 

“yes” by sponsoring planters and allowing them to use your church 

name even when they may not do things the way you would? I 

have, and we’ve never hurt for it. We hold tightly to the basic 

tenets of the faith. After that, we remain flexible.  

We refuse to have church splits. In fact, if prospective 

leaders disagree with us, we press them to step up to the plate as a 

church planter, usually with great success. This attitude blessed me 

with a friendship with Bruce, a man who was often at odds with 

me over the way I taught—until we gave him people (they were 
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already his followers), money, and our name. A few months into 

his church plant, he called to say that he had learned chapter-by-

chapter teaching from me and was using that approach. (People 

tend to model what they’ve seen). We don’t argue about methods. 

Long ago, we learned that God is God, and that He’s big enough to 

use any method to glorify Himself and reach His people. 

When I’m faced with an abundance of caution, I’ve learned 

to say, “I like this idea. I know it may not fly, but can we just test 

it?” That simple sentence has often saved not only a great idea but 

also the zeal and enthusiasm of the person who brought it to us.  

 

Surrender ownership of your ministry. One of the greatest 

differences between a Level 3 church and a Level 5 congregation 

is the understanding that as leaders, we’re there to equip the saints 

for ministry (Eph. 4:12). I encourage you to take a posture of, “you 

can do it; we can help” versus, “we can do it; you can help.” 

Remember, this is Christ’s Kingdom. We are here to support, 

rather than control, others’ vision and ministry. 

In a Level 5 church, leaders expect new ministry 

opportunities to come from and through the people. In fact, you’ll 

need to let your launch teams know that their goal is to work 

themselves out of a job, identifying people who can take on their 

responsibilities (even if they have inferior skills). The goal is to 

make disciples and spread ministry as far, and as fast, as it can go. 

Ministry should emerge from the felt needs of people in your 

community—infusing your church with innovation and creativity. 
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By shifting the primary disciple-making opportunity from 

“our parish” to “your parish,” new churches strategically position 

their people to make disciples from the relationships that have the 

strongest bridges of personal credibility. As pastors of their own 

parish, your people will see ministry from the ground up. Be ready. 

They’re liable to have a very different view than you do. Be 

willing to bow to them over decisions regarding new ministry 

opportunities. 

Ideally, the disciples of your disciples will feel responsible 

for people within their own circle of influence. One of my friends, 

Earle, is an optometrist who offers Christian magazines along with 

other magazines in his waiting room—appealing to everyone from 

car enthusiasts to women seeking makeup tips. He says this sets 

the stage to talk about Jesus while working with patients who often 

want to know why he includes Christian literature among the 

materials he supplies his patients. As one of the doctors who serves 

on the Kenya outreach, Earle has recently morphed his short-term 

mission experience in Africa into a tool for local evangelism. He is 

pastoring his personal parish. A friendly guy, Earle builds 

friendships with his patients. Like everyone else, he talks about 
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whatever is going on in his life. When he gets around to the 

ministry in Kenya, he talks about why he spends the money to go 

help people—along with that, he has stories of healing miracles 

that took place because the church sent a prayer team along with 

the doctors. Pre-Christian people even get excited to learn about 

the team’s success with training African pastors to multiply 

churches.   

In everyday parishes like this, the pockets of society that 

most of us tend to not approach—from bikers to the mega-rich—

hear the gospel that they would otherwise miss out on simply 

because a middle-class church doesn’t meet their needs. Right 

now, I’m working with Randall, a (long-converted) former 

member of a motorcycle gang whose tattoos kept him from 

meaningful ministry in a large Level 3 church. We’re scheming to 

plant a church among his friends in a world I will never know. At 

the same time, I have my eyes on a former president of a large 

bank who’s attracted to my weekend teaching. If I could snag him, 

he could eventually plant a house church among his neighbors, 

people who would never visit our middle-class congregation in a 

movie theater.  

If we give these potential planters ownership of the 

disciple-making role, along with the opportunity to multiply 

churches, we could very well reach these elusive communities and 

others, such as immigration corridors. A church like this invites 

movement, recognizing the race that it has been designed to run 

(Acts 20:24). 
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 What about you? Will you hang on to people for fear they 

aren’t ready—or worse, you’re not ready? (Do you find yourself 

saying, “When our church gets a little stronger, we’ll send 

people”?) Several times, we’ve sent out large numbers to plant a 

church even though we were hurting badly financially. The worst 

times were when we had just erected buildings and didn’t fully 

understand operating costs—yet Jesus always met our needs. 

The questions really add up to perhaps the most important 

question of all: Will you build a kingdom, or are you intent on 

building the Kingdom? If you’re into your own kingdom or 

movement, you’ll lead with a tight grip. When we see something 

as “ours,” we tend to hold it tight and protect it. When you see 

everything as God’s and know that you’re building for eternal 

impact, we hold things with an open hand.  
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Chapter 5 

IDENTIFYING LEVEL 5 TENSIONS 
 

Anytime you attempt to do something different, you’ll encounter 

unknown and unfamiliar obstacles. Level 3 church planters face 

one set of challenges. At Level 5, you run into a different set of 

tensions. Let’s look at a few of them. Forewarned is forearmed. 

Problems that surprise you are more difficult to handle than the 

issues you anticipate. 

 

Temptations of Ego and Fame 

Get ready. Regardless of how dedicated you are to Level 5 

multiplication, the evil twins of ego satisfaction and desire for 

fame will work against you. You’ll have to come to grips with the 

reality that what you’re doing is inherently countercultural to the 

American church growth movement, which currently idolizes 

Level 3, addition-focused congregations. If you fully commit to 

pursuing Level 5 multiplication, the recognition that Level 3 

pastors receive for leading large, growing and innovative churches 

won’t be part of your story. Simply put, fame and fortune are not 

coming your way, so get used to it. 

Our Kaneohe church nearly lost its focus when a couple of 

Level 3 congregations began prospering in our community. By that 

time, we had achieved megachurch status while pumping out large 

numbers of our leaders and members to plant new churches. On 
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four separate occasions, we gave away 20 percent of our members 

to plant new churches. I still remember the day we sent out 25 

percent of our people to plant two churches—two weeks before 

moving into our first permanent facility. 

When these new Level 3 churches in our community began 

to gain momentum, a significant number of our people left to join 

them. These leaders simply produced a more exciting Sunday 

morning experience than we did. I’m not exaggerating when I say 

the idea of us losing members to other churches thrust us into a 

tailspin. After all, we were used to being the big boys on the block. 

Unexpectedly, I discovered that I liked the attention that went 

along with leading a big, growing church. I can only define this as 

personal pride. 

For a few years, we lost sight of who we were and 

floundered as we tried to copy what worked in those growing 

churches around us. We never got good at being a Level 3 

congregation. Fortunately, we began to thrive again after we 

returned to being ourselves. Mostly, this meant abandoning an 

attractional model (which we did poorly) and returning to our roots 

as an equipping church. I abandoned topical sermons for my 

normal chapter-by-chapter approach. We stopped trying to 

compete with others in music and dance. We returned to baseline 

disciple making built around whatever someone, “heard God say to 

them” in the messages. Ironically, one of those Level 3 churches, 

which we were so set on copying, is now a reproducing Level 4 

congregation, while the other one made the quantum leap to Level 
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5 by launching off-site campuses they turned into freestanding, 

reproducing churches. They do it very well.  

Don’t ever think that you’re above the temptations of ego 

and fame. They can quickly and stealthily creep up on you and 

sideline your vision for the Kingdom. 

 

 
 

Believers From Other Congregations 

Ironically, one of the greatest tensions you’ll face as a New to Five 

planter is the reality that new, young churches inevitably attract 

believers from other congregations. While they may be attracted to 

your vision, these people, especially those who come from Level 3 

churches, will seek to impose their polity and practices on your 

fledgling congregation.  

I’ve discovered that the best way to defend against this is 

with clearly stated values and vision. As I mentioned in chapter 3, 

you may want to be proactive and write a short book sharing your 

personal history, your vision and the mission of the church as you 

see it. People tend to respect what they see in print.  
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However, it will take more than a book or clearly written 

statement of purpose to fend off well-meaning people who may 

bring great talent to your congregation but don’t really believe in 

its mission. Specific situations might require you to make some 

difficult decisions. We once released and sent out the entire 

worship team from one of our major weekend services to help a 

man with a Level 3 track record plant a new church in Honolulu. 

The people on this worship team were highly talented individuals, 

but they never really fit with our values and mission. It was far 

better for them to be serving in an environment they could 

appreciate. They helped that church grow into a great Level 3 

success. 

This difficult tension can potentially tempt you into 

compromising your vision just to add numbers to your 

congregation. I strongly encourage you to hold out for 

multiplication, even if it means losing some very nice people. 

However it shakes out, expect some breakage along the way as you 

deal with people and their expectations. 

 

Finances 

One of the first things you’ll realize as a Level 5 planter is the 

costliness of multiplication. Giving away money, leaders and the 

bodies that make your auditorium feel full isn’t exactly cost-

effective. Over the years, we’ve found that it’s most costly to give 

away excited new Christ followers who naturally evangelize their 

nonbelieving friends. But if you do get the courage, you can give 
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with full expectation that God will return, many times over, what 

you give away. I repeatedly hear stories from planters saying that 

although it’s never easy, each time they give away people to 

church multiplication, God quickly brings others to take their 

place. I like what J.D. Greear, who leads a Level 4 multiplying 

congregation, says about the difficult sacrifice needed for 

multiplication.  

 “The sense of loss is always painful,” he says. “The people 

who go with a church planter aren’t usually sitting on the sidelines 

of your church. But we have to care more about the Kingdom of 

God than our ministry and our name. God did not call us to a 

platform; He called us to an altar. The blessings He has given us 

are for His Kingdom.”   

Let’s think about income and how it plays out in Level 3 

and 5 churches. If you’re pastoring at Level 3, you probably can’t 

afford to turn (or give) away people because they don’t share your 

vision—you need their money to keep the church going. Over 

time, financial necessity can turn any church into a potpourri of 

different doctrines and opinions. I know of many Level 3 pastors 

who are forced to do almost anything to keep the heavy givers in 

their congregation.  
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Al, one of my closest friends, came to our church in Hawaii 

from a large, very charismatic Level 3 congregation. Our vision 

and informal ways attracted him to our church. At first, he 

wholeheartedly supported our church multiplication efforts.  

A natural leader, Al gained influence from the moment he 

entered our church. He was also our biggest donor. However, after 

a short time he started to try to press us into the mold of the church 

he had left. Of course, you get the irony. Here he was, trying to 

turn us to into the church he criticized for their methods. He was 

also unaware of the problems he caused for us. We settled the issue 

during one long afternoon over several cups of hot coffee (and 

sometimes hotter conversation).  

I challenged Al to come aboard and accept us for who we 

were—or to leave our church. After three hours of arguing, he 

decided to surrender to our style. He already embraced our vision, 

values and goals but had tried to superimpose methods that had 

driven him out of the church he left.  

Al went on to become one of our most productive board 

members, disciple makers and a lifetime friend. When his business 

forced a move to the mainland, he joined a Level 3 church there 
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and did to them what he had done to us. He set out to remake them 

into the image of our church. This time, he succeeded in changing 

the scorecard of the fairly new church, ultimately helping to 

transform the congregation into a Level 4 reproducing church.  

This movement maker has since moved on to join a 

multiplying church where his ideas are better appreciated. In 

hindsight, I realize that if our church had been reliant on his 

money, none of this multiplication would have happened. We 

could never have taken the risk of standing up for our values and 

losing his weekly offering. 

As a Level 5 leader, you’ll face the possibility of offending 

or intentionally separating from some generous person who doesn’t 

share your vision for disciple making and multiplication. If you 

lack confidence in God as your provider, or if you’re unwilling to 

take a creative approach to the financial needs of a new church, 

this self-generated economic tension can cause you to drift 

backward from Level 5 to Level 3. The big deal here is that many 

leaders unwittingly compromise their calling by looking to 

humans, rather than to God, as the source of financial stability for 

their churches. 

A few years ago, I met with a young couple wanting to 

plant in their community. The leader of their denomination was 

trying to hold them out of the area to protect the pastor of a failing 

church in the same denomination and community. He offered these 

folks a large sum of money if they would plant in any other area 

but the one where they lived and worked. Through their jobs (in 
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coffee shops), they had evangelized and were regularly discipling 

nearly 60 people. I was incensed by the denominational leader’s 

insensitivity to God at work through this couple. In short, I helped 

them realize that essentially, they were reducing their faith to a 

sum of money. When they saw that, they decided to trust God 

instead of the denomination. Today, they pastor several hundred 

young people and have their eyes set on Level 5. By the way, after 

their success, the denominational leader brought them back into the 

fold (minus the cash he originally promised). 

 

A Shortage of Gathering Spaces 

Level 5 church-planting movements perennially look for places for 

church plants to meet. So do Level 3 churches. The difference 

between the two? While Level 3 leaders look for the next bigger 

box, Level 5 folks seek out lots of smaller public places to house 

the fledgling congregations they multiply. Throughout the United 

States, this search is becoming more difficult and may require us to 

take another look at planting churches in homes and businesses.  

Personally, I’m in love with the idea of house churches and 

even imagine that they may become necessary in the United States 

as the culture moves further from Christianity each year. Cities and 

towns are increasingly zoning out churches in areas where they 

could meet just a decade ago. Of course, house churches don’t 

come without their own caveats. After just a few years of exciting 

disciple making and church multiplication, some of my house 
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church friends seem to run out of steam because they forget they 

also need to be adding disciples.  

 Granted, I’m talking about changing, possibly upsetting, 

the prevailing paradigm of how a church is supposed to look. 

Ultimately, it might cost you some people who think churches 

belong in freestanding public structures. 

In Japan, churches meet in a gamut of facilities—labor 

union halls, dance studios, karaoke bars, business conference 

rooms, condominium rec rooms, rented office space and a host of 

other locations. I helped coach Kaz, a Japanese national, who 

planted in a park on a summer Sunday when a typhoon hit. 

Everyone sat on plastic lawn chairs, defending themselves with 

umbrellas against the wind and rain. Eighteen months later, the 

congregation moved into a bar after spending their last Sunday in 

the same park, holding the same umbrellas during a snowstorm. 

I’ve personally held church for extended periods of time in 

three different parks. Four times we’ve planted in bars as (very 

smelly) meeting places. Sven, one of our aggressive evangelists, 

held church in a service bay of his auto repair business for what he 

described as “lowlifes” who wouldn’t feel comfortable in our very 

openhearted, rock and roll service. It’s the relationship that counts, 

not the location. 

 

Artificial ‘Excellence’ 

A church that rapidly makes disciples will constantly embrace the 

idea of inexperienced people putting their hand to the plow. If you 
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hope to rapidly expand the Kingdom of God, teaching your people 

to accept less excellence than they might get somewhere down the 

street is important. 

I challenge you to question whether true excellence is 

found in a well-executed church service or in a continuum of 

disciple making and church multiplication. Someone wisely told 

me that perfection is not the same as excellence. Actually, we’re 

looking for effectiveness—our world is at stake. 

 

 
 

I’m a fan of the old Oakland Raiders (may start watching 

them again since they’re back to winning even though they are 

now the Las Vegas Raiders). At one point, under the leadership of 

late owner Al Davis, the Raiders were the winningest franchise in 

professional sports. Their motto was “A Commitment to 

Excellence.” But for the Davis-era Raiders, excellence meant 

anything but perfection. To intimidate their enemies, the Raiders 

would show up in their muddy, bloody jerseys from the week 

before. To address the issue, the NFL had to make a rule requiring 

teams to wash their jerseys during the week. Al Davis had a way of 

hiring misfits who never lived up to their potential on other teams. 
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He believed in them, and they performed well enough to win four 

Super Bowls. They were the most feared team in the league. For 

them, that spelled effectiveness, not perfection. I want to be the 

late great Al Davis when I grow up! 

I have done my best to program disciple making into the 

life of the three churches I personally planted. We try to build this 

into the spiritual DNA of the leaders we send out. For us, 

participation is more valuable than a well-engineered spectacle. 

For example, we value people caring for each other above offering 

an in-house professional counseling service. Our MiniChurches 

center on the idea of every member learning to minister to every 

member. If an issue is too big for a home group, we refer 

individuals and families to professional Christian counselors and 

psychologists. 

Our home groups, children’s ministries and every other 

system in our church call upon leaders to make disciples who 

could succeed them, and ultimately will. We push succession so 

hard that we regularly invite developing musicians to join our 

worship teams but unplug them from the sound system. Our goal is 

to train them on the job while not allowing their inexperience to 

depreciate our worship experience. This solution leaves us well 

prepared to send teams to launch new churches. It also means that 

we continually work with inexperienced people, trusting the Holy 

Spirit, weekend teachings, and on-the-job training to equip them 

for ministry.  
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A Lack of Models  

Unfortunately, when it comes to Level 5 multiplication in the 

United States, we have very few church leaders who can say, 

“been there, done that.” However, we can look to the world and 

learn from Level 5 churches in places we used to consider “the 

mission field.” Ironically (and thankfully), these churches are now 

coming to the United States to plant churches across the country. 

For example, I’m working with a pastor from Ghana-based 

Lighthouse Chapel International, which has planted more than 

3,000 churches in 80 countries. My friend Patrick Acquah leads 

one of those Lighthouse churches. He planted in the Southeastern 

United States to help Lighthouse reach their goal of starting at least 

one congregation in every U.S. state. Latin-American churches 

also routinely send missionaries to the United States, as do some 

churches in the Philippines. The Nigeria-based Redeemed 

Christian Church of God currently enjoys more than 720 U.S. 

church plants. 

Interestingly, these plants are often multiethnic. On a recent 

trip to Washington, D.C., I met a pastor from the Redeemed 

Christian Church of God. He was driving a taxicab but planned to 

quit his job soon because his church had grown large enough to 

support him. He told me he was one of 150 missionaries to the 

United States from his home church. I was curious about the ethnic 

makeup of his congregation, which is always a delicate issue for 

me because I detest racism. After several minutes of my tiptoeing 

around the subject, he convinced me that his congregation included 
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Africans, African Americans, Caucasians and Asians. When he 

said his church had, “all kinds of people,” he wasn’t kidding! 

The lack of homegrown models underscores (almost 

screams) our need for new churches that can rapidly multiply 

disciples and new congregations. In the next chapter, we’ll look at 

creative strategies for resolving these tensions. 
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Chapter 6 

RESOLVING LEVEL 5 TENSIONS 
 

From 1942 until ultimate victory, the Allies fought an uphill battle 

throughout World War II, consistently struggling from a position 

of weakness. As the war progressed, however, perseverance and 

material productivity won out. The Allies may have produced 

inferior guns, fragile tanks and hastily trained soldiers, but they 

produced far more of each than the Axis Powers. Essentially, the 

Allies out produced their enemies.  

 Scripture tells us we’re in a war for the heart of our culture 

and our world. And bigger churches just aren’t going to win the 

battle. We need more churches committed and equipped to produce 

disciples and churches to the fourth generation. And we need 

churches that reach into the obscure pockets of society because if 

we aren’t willing to go into the small places, we won’t reach the 

people in the small places. Let’s look at what we need to think 

about and do to overcome the tensions that might keep us from 

disciple making and multiplication—obstacles you’ll inevitably 

encounter on this New to Five pathway.  

 

Explore a Liberated Financial Model 

The first overarching tool you’ll need is a willingness to die to 

yourself. Launching a New to Five congregation means that you 

choose Kingdom results over fame.  
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 You may also need to look at money in a less restrictive 

manner. We’ve repeatedly seen how liberating your personal 

finances from the church’s resources can immediately broaden 

horizons, both for you and your church. 

Part of that mindset may include the need to become a 

bivocational pastor, though for many that specific term often has 

negative connotations. Our church often substitutes terminology 

like “freelance pastor” and “marketplace pastor.” Whatever you 

call it, the bottom line is that the New Testament never promises 

leaders of the church a full-time salary. The persecution of the 

early church, coupled with the economics, almost guaranteed that 

most leaders worked a secular job. In the global South, where 

Christianity is exploding, the majority of church leaders are 

bivocational.  

Christianity’s continued decline in America may force us to 

adopt bivocational leadership as the prevailing church model 

(which would likely lead to greater and faster multiplication). 

Besides that, a pastor working a secular job can often make more 

money than one whose sole income comes from a small church. As 

a church multiplier, I feel responsible for the planters we send out. 

I would much rather see leaders take nice vacations, own a home, 

and send their kids to college than to suffer with an inadequate 

salary, while working in churches unable to pay them what they’re 

worth. I will say that surviving and thriving will require 

bivocational leaders who possess (or quickly learn) excellent 

delegation skills. If they can pull this off, they often live better than 
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if they were supported by the church alone. And leaders with 

exceptional abilities to train and delegate are more apt to pastor a 

larger congregation that may be able to provide 100 percent of 

their financial support. 

 

 
 

Over the years, we’ve experimented with several different 

financial models for church planting. Below, I share the details of 

what we do most often to multiply:  

• Five months before a potential launch group leaves us, we 

begin setting aside all of their church tithes.  

• As the group grows, they sock away more money, and our 

church gets used to living without their tithes.  

• When they launch, we add more money as their budget 

dictates. (Each new church has a budget suited to their needs 

and opportunities. No two are exactly alike.) 

• We fund the budget of the plant’s entire first month and 

then reduce that amount by 10 percent each month over the 

next six months.  

• After six months, all financial support from the parent 

church ceases, which motivates new pastors to teach their 
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people to tithe. If the planter worked for our congregation as a 

full-time employee, then the budget includes their salary. If he 

or she had a secular job, they remain bivocational unless the 

church grows to a size where it can provide an adequate full-

time salary. 

 

Many different funding models are out there, but this one 

has worked well for us. We’re also seeing that when churches start 

thinking creatively about funding, they’re able to offer a different 

kind of church that brings the Kingdom of God to people who 

might not otherwise be reached. I love this about multiplication. 

Check out some of these Kingdom stories:  

• My friend Wendell left our pastoral team to 

“pastor” a company where there had been a shooting that 

left five people dead. This grew into something larger. 

Today, he leads midweek churches in downtown Honolulu. 

Two of the churches meet in restaurants and one in a bar. 

Most of the people who attend are single, overstressed 

parents that find it nearly impossible to take in a weekend 

service. Because he earns a good living in a major 

communications firm, this marketplace pastor takes no 

salary from the church. 

• Randall is a police officer who bivocationally 

planted a church in Honolulu’s Skid Row. He funded the 

plant out of his own personal tithe, which was enough 

money to rent a small storefront. With minimal outside 
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help, the members of that church, though mostly homeless, 

lead much of the ministry. 

• Junji is a former staff member from Kaneohe whom I first 

met in Japan. A bivocational pastor, he started a chain of 

dozens of house churches in Japan. He currently pastors a 

house church in Honolulu and makes a very good living as a 

high-level translator for government agencies.  

• Sundar is a bivocational pastor I met in Nepal, where he 

has a family tree of more than 170 churches. His church makes 

disciples and then helps them start small businesses when they 

leave to plant churches in this poverty-stricken nation. These 

churches are intentionally bivocational under the direction of a 

wise church-multiplying businessman. 

• During our first years in Hawaii, John, a retired Marine 

sergeant, joined us to plant a church in Okinawa. He has 

multiplied four other churches (in Okinawa, the Philippines 

and Virginia), all led by retired Marines. Each of these pastors 

now receives a federal pension equal to half the pay they 

received while serving. 

• Perhaps the strangest model was the church our members 

started in Antarctica. The group met for worship, fellowship 

and teaching via cassette tape. Not needing money, they gave 

away their tithes to various mission projects.  

Hopefully, you’re getting the idea. Anytime we plant a 

church and assume that all of the leader’s income will come from 

that new church, we limit ourselves and what God wants to do in 
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and through our church. You’re likely to miss opportunities the 

Lord might set before you and make money-driven decisions that 

will distract you from your multiplication vision.  

 

Build a Valid Scorecard 

A few years ago, while waiting in line for an event, I ran into the 

presidents of two denominations. One was the leader of our own 

denomination (the church I currently pastor has since become 

independent). The other was a man who knew of our church 

multiplication efforts through the books I wrote. Our guy was into 

big churches and hadn’t paid much attention to our church 

multiplication efforts until that evening. At that time, the churches 

born out of the first Hope Chapel numbered just 80-plus 

congregations around the world.  

 Seeing an opportunity to help our own denomination, I 

simply mentioned that if all of our churches averaged just 100 

people in attendance, then each week we would represent far more 

than 8,000 people in church. The other guy was impressed with my 

stat. The good news is that our guy grabbed on to the numbers and 

jumped on the church multiplication bandwagon!  

 Your scorecard really does count. 

 Planting at Level 5 requires us to refuse to define our 

personal worth by the size of our congregation and choose new 

metrics for success, both personally and for our church. The New 

Testament unapologetically and undeniably calls us to the 

multiplication of disciples and churches. For us to contort the 
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gospel around modern consumerism is out of touch with New 

Testament reality. Get that through your head, and you insulate 

yourself and your team against the criticism of others. Decide that 

you’re right and that those who don’t understand you are wrong.  

Unfortunately, I know many people who have left full-time 

ministry because they couldn’t approximate the Level 3 model 

with any success. They got their egos wrapped around the number 

of people in chairs on a Sunday morning. I’m convinced that if we 

could remove that false standard of success, most of these people 

would still be in ministry. I absolutely hate the idea of people 

giving some of the best years of their lives to educating themselves 

for pastoral ministry, only to leave the pastorate for a secular job 

where they can earn a decent living. In and of itself, that wouldn’t 

be bad. What is bad, however, is how they now view themselves—

as having failed God and fallen short of His calling. If we could 

redefine success around our productivity at making disciples who 

make disciples, most of these people could keep their secular jobs 

while following their ministry calling to lead small, but successful, 

reproducing congregations. 

You’ll need to define your own church metrics. However, 

your scorecard should reveal your effectiveness at making 

disciples who make disciples to the third and fourth generation; 

and churches that multiply three or four generations of churches 

during your lifetime. Move from seating capacity to sending 

capacity as a measure of victory. 
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The bottom line is that you’ll never overcome the obstacles 

you face as a Level 5 leader unless you’ve made this vital change 

an internal conviction rather than an external journey. Be sure that 

you and God are on the same page, or you’ll fall into the confusion 

of mixing Level 3 practices with Level 5 values. If you’re smart, 

you can use your new scorecard to leverage other people just like 

yourself into Level 5 leadership. 

 

Seek God’s Heart, Learn From Others, Hold Your Course  

As I pointed out in the last chapter, in the United States we have a 

scarcity of Level 5 models to learn from unfortunately. While you 

may not be able to uncover a potential mentor who has walked the 

New to Five pathway, you can still learn from others with a 

measure of experience.  

This discovery process will likely take some work on your 

part. It may mean that you search out the small but growing 

number of small church multiplication movements in America. A 

great way to begin is by coming to one of Exponential’s live 
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gatherings and to be as intent on making friends as you are on 

gleaning useful information in the various sessions.  

Resources are another way to learn from those who are 

leading multipliers. Check out the Exponential website for free, 

downloadable eBooks (some of which were written by leaders 

intentionally moving toward Level 5), articles, podcasts, videos, 

online courses … it’s an exhaustive list of authors and resources. 

My own best mentors have been authors I either met briefly 

or never before, but my disciples and I spend lots of time together 

in their books. I encourage you to learn to read authors like Philip 

Jenkins, Francis Chan and Steve Addison. Their work will 

introduce you to people who have taken the multiplication journey 

before you and have left a large footprint. 

As you read, learn from history but don’t copy it. Instead, 

allow the Holy Spirit to speak to you through the lenses of 

Scripture, church history and the culture around you. It goes 

without saying (but I’ll say it anyway) that the church you plant 

must be rooted in the heart of God. You’ll need to spend time in all 

four Gospels, Acts and Ephesians to develop a practical 

ecclesiology that’s adaptable to the needs of your people—much 

like Paul adapted his view of church and its practices to the various 

parts of the Roman Empire. Initially, his ideas weren’t real popular 

in Jerusalem. But after convincing the “headquarters people” of 

their validity, Paul harnessed the horsepower necessary to convert 

a sizable chunk of the uncircumcised, Gentile world. Think about 

it. Without this apostle’s willingness to contend for the gospel and 
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courage to take some high-stake risks, you and I wouldn’t know 

that the Good News is also for us (Rom. 10:12). 

We can also know the heart of God through time spent with 

Him. Before Solomon began building the temple, the Lord called 

Solomon to spend time with Him: “Now seek the LORD your God 

with all your heart and soul. Build the sanctuary of the LORD God 

so that you can bring the Ark of the LORD’s Covenant and the 

holy vessels of God into the temple built to honor the LORD’s 

name” (2 Chron. 22:19). If King Solomon, the wisest man who 

ever lived, was called to seek God before working on something as 

simple as a construction project, how much more should we seek 

to hear from the Lord before launching a movement of churches 

that begins multiplying from day one? Believe me, quality time 

with the Lord will unveil innovative strategies for the church you 

intend to plant. 

As God reveals His plans to you, start by “building” a 

church on your smartphone. Use apps like Evernote or Toodledo to 

integrate your thoughts and inspiration. As ideas come to me, I jot 

them down right where I am, whether I’m standing in line at the 

supermarket or walking the treadmill at the gym. From your messy 

compilation of ideas and nudges from the Holy Spirit, you can 

eventually assemble a “business plan” for the ministry you 

anticipate. Your plans should be unique to you, your gifts, and the 

community you’ll serve. 

Be especially aware of the tendency (we all have it) to 

come away from a seminar or conference with hot new ideas 
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you’re certain will light the world on fire: “If that idea worked 

there, it will work for us here.” Too often, this assumption only 

manages to generate mission drift (which is as big a problem at 

church multiplication seminars as it is anywhere else).  

My wife could tell you about dozens of times when we’ve 

been on vacation, and suddenly I’m searching the local real estate 

market. Too easily, I can see myself moving to a new location just 

because there’s a need—not because God called me there. 

Remember, it’s His church, not yours. You need to know the heart 

of God and whatever He has in mind for the community you will 

plant in and serve. Seek the Lord, learn from others, and then hold 

your course. Shape the church as He instructs you. Don’t let “not 

enough models” become a barrier to your New to Five vision.  

 

Prepare for a Little Pain 

After setting long-term, even 20-year, goals, prepare to endure the 

inevitable pain that exists in the gap between what is and what 

could be. 

First, get ready to deal with the potential reality that you 

might not achieve all you feel called to accomplish. Beyond that, 

you’ll struggle over missed opportunities along the way—things 

you never imagined and perhaps stumbled over blindly. If the 

Kingdom of God is truly your compass, you’ll never be satisfied 

with whatever you’ve accomplished. Embracing that 

dissatisfaction ahead of time will help you overcome the unmet 

expectations. Admittedly, I have a nagging roster of missed 
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opportunities in the back of my mind that I wish I could erase from 

memory. I’ve learned that it’s best to leave those feelings in the 

Lord’s hands. But they still cause me pain. 

 

	

	

Pick Low-Hanging Fruit 

Don’t ignore “low hanging fruit.” In the Level 5 church, that’s 

people who are attracted to your new church because they long to 

get more out of Christianity than what they’re currently 

experiencing. Often, these people feel called to plant a church but 

are frustrated in their efforts to find a church that will take a risk 

and sponsor them. We’ve joyfully discovered that working with 

these people can help you jumpstart the momentum necessary to 

reach your goals and bust a multitude of barriers. 

By the end of our first year in Hawaii, we had multiplied 

two church plants. Both pastors, Sonny and Mike, were discipled 

elsewhere and while neither one had graduated from seminary, 

both leaders had received quality input. Tragically, whoever 

discipled them was unable, or unwilling, to pull the trigger and 

sponsor a church plant. The success of those early Hope Chapel 

church planters boosted both our momentum and the credibility of 

our vision to cover Hawaii with new churches. 
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Chapter 7 

AFTER YOU PLANT 
 

Much of what we’ll look at in this chapter may seem 

counterproductive to you. If you haven’t already figured it out, a 

Level 5 church multiplication movement is a different animal. As I 

think back over the years, I have a list of “shoulds” and should 

nots”—those things we should have done and should not have 

done after we planted the first Hope Chapel. Granted, you’ll wind 

up with your own unique list. But I’ll go ahead and share the 

lessons we’ve learned and the practices I recommend doing (or not 

doing) after you launch a New to Level 5 church multiplication 

movement.  

 

Don’t Build a Franchise 

If you want to generate a Level 5 church-planting movement, 

decide from the beginning that you will never play “Pope.” 

Moving from practitioner to president will only slow you down. If 

you centralize authority, you’ll be forced to hire personnel to 

support the authority base. In short, don’t try to build a brand.  

 And don’t tie your identity to the movement that God uses 

you to generate. Instead, teach your disciples to pass along 

whatever they learn from you (2 Tim. 2:2) and allow the Holy 

Spirit the necessary freedom to take your disciples much further 

than you’ve gone. That includes allowing, even encouraging, them 
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to do things differently than you would. We’ve all watched a 

couple of church-planting movements stagnate since the days when 

they were leaders in what was known as the Jesus People 

Movement. 

The people in our churches only know connection through 

personal relationships. In fact, when someone recently queried us 

about the number of churches we’ve planted, I had to hastily pull 

together an email survey to gain even an approximation of our 

numbers. I was surprised to find that we had started as many 

congregations as the other groups (which were much larger than 

we were when we all emerged from the Jesus Movement).  

Our successes are mostly due to perseverance—we’ve kept 

at it. In a recent conversation with the church multiplication 

director of one of these movements, he told me that they haven’t 

planted a new church in five years. I was also surprised to see that 

the other movement now solicits existing churches to join them via 

their website—hardly a church multiplication effort. 

It looks as if one key to our continued multiplication has 

been our decision to not govern the churches that multiplied from 

our original location. We’re so informally connected that I hesitate 

to use the word, “movement,” to describe a relationally joined, but 

loose conglomeration of churches. 

You catch a hint of this power in the best-selling business 

book The Starfish and The Spider: The Unstoppable Power of 

Leaderless Organizations. After Jesus ascended to Heaven, you 

could say that the early church was a “leaderless organization.” 
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Paul communicated via messengers, or letters, which may have 

taken a year round-trip. To our knowledge, none of the apostles 

ever named a church. The original Jesus people were simply 

deemed, “followers of the way,” until someone derisively called 

them Christians, or, “little Christs.”  

We already have a leader in our Lord Jesus Christ; human 

leadership tends to get in the way of His agenda.  

 

 
 

Keep the Vision Alive 

Just because you disciple someone for several years doesn’t 

necessarily mean that he or she will pass on that learning to 

succeeding generations. You, personally, need to keep the 

multiplication vision alive.  

Vision strategist Will Mancini says, “vision leaks.” Others 

have said that vision is caught, not taught. These pithy phrases 

remind me that as a leader of our church’s vision, I need to be both 

intentional and consistent. This takes work and time. Below are a 

few specific things we do to continue to stoke the fires. Feel free to 

adapt them to your context: 
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• When newly minted pastors launch from our 

congregation, I normally meet with them each week for six 

months prior to the church’s start date. After  that, I find it 

beneficial to meet at least once a month for the next three to 

six  months (I only meet with those pastors planting directly 

from our church—as these leaders multiply, their planters 

will meet with them). 

 • For the first year after launch, the board of the parent 

church functions as the board for the new church. We put 

this in place to protect the fledging church from anyone who 

would seek to control a new congregation and redirect its 

mission.  

• Without being controlling, I try to maintain relational 

contact with the first and second generations of churches 

multiplied out of our own congregation. I do this through e-

mails, phone calls and occasional visits.  

 

Some leaders have suggested that coaching before and after 

the launch of a new church is the only accurate correlation to 

success. They say that a coaching relationship matters far more 

than money or formal education and even trumps experience. I 

agree wholeheartedly.  

I’ve also discovered that writing books offers an informal 

way to speak into the lives of our church, the pastors we’ve sent 

out, and even members of churches on our family tree. Amazon’s 

Print-on-Demand books (Kindle Books, Create Space, etc.) give 
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you extensive freedom for publishing and distributing books.1 Both 

are great tools for pastors. While small-volume publishing can cost 

thousands of dollars, through Amazon you can do it for free (with 

the company’s full knowledge that the books will circulate among 

only those people somehow tied to you relationally). For people 

like you and me, this publishing opportunity offers a huge benefit. 

Amazon makes money, and you’ll make a little. But more 

importantly, you get a free and powerful resource for 

communicating radical ideas to your church before and after you 

plant. 

 

Set the Example 

Remember to continue making disciples, personally. If you aren’t 

modeling specific behavior, why would the people around you to 

do it? We can’t hand off disciple making to a staff member as a 

mere department of our church and even hope to multiply 

churches. You may reproduce one or two, but that will be the 

extent of it. Level 5 multiplication requires everyone, all of the 

time, including you. 

When I look at the differences between Level 3 and 5, one 

of the most common issues I see is the lack of personal disciple 

making among the leadership. Level 5 planters keep their hands on 

the wheel of the most central element of our calling. Remember, 

without the Great Commission the two great commandments of 

loving God and loving others will never impact the world. Disciple 

making must remain at the center of your job description. 
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I’ve always managed to lead two or three circles of 

disciples, but the most important circle has been my own staff. 

When I led larger churches, we spent more time talking about 

books we read (in concert) in our “staff discipleship” circle than 

we did in our actual staff meetings (these people each led similar 

discipleship groups comprised of home group leaders who 

discipled their members). 

When my wife and I handed off a large congregation to 

plant a new one at age 68, we led by example. Very few people 

plant churches at our age. But we felt we still had something to 

give. Today, I disciple the home group leaders and one other 

disciple-making circle. Our church is still small enough for me to 

do that. I also always lead a home group; I can hardly expect others 

to do what I’m unwilling to do myself. Our personal example has 

not gone unnoticed. I believe it helps undergird our entire disciple-

making system. 

 

Don’t Strive to Amass Money 

My wife and I always regretted that the one gift we couldn’t give 

our children was poverty. We both entered adulthood without 

much, as did our church. In hindsight, we realize that the lack of 

funds induced creativity and innovation. I’ve read several times 

that often the very absence of resources galvanizes innovation.   

Over the years, I’ve observed somewhat of a life cycle for 

movements that have amassed a lot of money—they eventually 

centralized, slowed down and then stagnated. This happens in 
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charities where most of the money collected goes to raising more 

money to keep the organization’s infrastructure running. It’s also 

true for denominations. As the value of their real estate portfolio 

grows, they stagnate and shrink.  

Remember that people send money your way as an 

investment in ministry rather than in a real estate empire or an 

investment fund. You want to quickly put the money into ministry 

to keep yourself and your church consistently dependent on the 

Holy Spirit for more. 

Our current congregation meets in a movie theater in the 

third-largest shopping mall on our island. Our rent is high, but 

nothing approaches the theater’s accessibility, surplus parking, air 

conditioning and lots of nearby restaurants. At least, nothing like it 

that we could afford to buy if we put the same money into a 

mortgage. In fact, the infrastructure of Honolulu makes obtaining 

space for a large congregation nearly impossible. 

We regularly announce our commitment to stay in the 

theater for as long as they will have us. We don’t even have a 

building fund, yet we struggle to use all of the funds donated by 

generous people. Many people tell us that our refusal to shoot for a 

building compels them to want to commit resources to our various 

projects. 
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Respect the Body of Christ 

The church is the body of Christ! If you truly believe that, then 

you’ll allow all of the gifts of the body to function in whatever 

ways they seem to work best. 

From the top, this means that we change from our pastor-

centric view of the church to one that includes Ephesians 4 five-

fold leadership often called APEST: apostles, prophets, 

evangelists, shepherds and teachers. You’ll need to make room for 

ideas that may seem strange to you—or certainly strange to the 

church culture you grew up in and/or affiliate with now.  

 

 
 

Beyond this, my experience tells me that I need to be more 

flexible than I am and more willing to embrace the gifts and ideas 

of others. One of my friends, Brian Sanders, leads a mixed bag of 

churches in the Tampa Bay, Florida, area called The Underground. 

These “micro-churches” are started and led by formerly frustrated 

prophet types who came to realize that their criticism of the larger 

church wasn’t helping anyone. They launched a network of micro-

churches reaching into every corner of society. For me, what 
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stands out is these groups’ abilities to embrace diversity within the 

boundaries of New Testament teaching. The results seem to 

indicate spiritual gifts in action. I’m not much for spiritual gifts 

tests or trying to match people’s gifts to the lists in Romans 12 and 

I Corinthians 12. People like Brian lead me to believe that God 

alone gave us an abbreviated list of spiritual gifts when Paul 

penned these two chapters. God gives more gifts than we can fit on 

a spiritual gifts spreadsheet. 

 

Don’t Become People Pleasers 

They stoned the prophets for a reason. The prophets pitted 

themselves against the thinking of the establishment whenever the 

establishment stood against the values of the Kingdom of God.  

They may not stone you, but they certainly will attack if 

you set out to do something different from the established norm in 

your community, or even your denomination.  

Instead of acting like the apostles who stayed in Jerusalem 

(in violation of the Great Commission), we need to intentionally 

model ourselves after people like Barnabas and Paul, who went to 

places that others wouldn’t and worked with people that others 

might have rejected.  

Barnabas is my personal hero. He embraced the strange 

new work in Antioch (a new mix of Jews and Gentiles), sought the 

help of Saul of Tarsus (who had persecuted Christ followers), and 

broke with Saul over John Mark (who had abandoned the first 

missionary effort, but went on to write the first gospel). People get 
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picky over who was the leader of the church at Jerusalem. Peter or 

James? I say, “What difference does it make? They stayed home 

when they should have left.” 

Scripture reminds us of specific truth: “Fearing people is a 

dangerous trap, but trusting the LORD means safety” (Prov. 29:25, 

NLT). People you love may oppose you, but if you commit 

yourself to God and His command to make disciples, He will keep 

you safe. The strong examples set before us in the New Testament 

demand that we make disciples and multiply churches. 

Personally, I’ve proudly taken hits from people who 

criticized the lifestyles of the people our church members 

discipled. Some of our scruffiest people went on to become some 

of our best church multipliers, despite the lifestyle they embraced 

in the process of coming to Christ. 

Twenty years into my life as a pastor in Hawaii, some of 

my closest friends revealed how they had slandered us when we 

moved here. We had invaded their turf with a vision to grow the 

Christian church in the state by 25 percent over a decade. They 

thought we were just another bunch of starry-eyed fools from the 

mainland. They told me this jokingly, but 20 years ago, I’m sure 

their words turned people against the vision God gave us. 

We’re called to love our enemies and to bless people who 

persecute us. New to Five multiplication won’t go unnoticed, 

especially by local leaders. I promise you that a few verbal “rocks” 

are coming your way. 
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Hopefully, these post-launch life lessons will limit your list 

of regrets. I share them to get you ready for what’s ahead and help 

you think through strategy for navigating (or missing altogether) 

some of the potential pitfalls you’ll face in the months and years to 

come. If you can avoid these potentially fatal mistakes, you’re 

looking at a lasting Kingdom movement and an eternal legacy. Not 

bad for a new church plant! 
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Chapter 8 

RESULTS: SUCCESS IS WHAT YOU 

TRIGGER, NOW! 
 

If you really “get” the message of this book, I think you’ll see that 

success is not what you accomplish in one lifetime but what you 

set in motion for the next century. This New to Five pathway is 

about more than how you invest your 50 or so years of productive 

ministry. If you focus on the things we’ve talked about, you have 

the chance to change the world for a very long time. A decision to 

go from New to Five ensures that much more comes from your life 

than if you choose to build the biggest church you possibly could.  

 We’re talking about actual, transformational Kingdom 

movement and eternal legacy. 

In any given year, I travel up to 10 times as far as Paul did 

in his lifetime. But what he and the rest of the apostles set in 

motion still impacts worldwide culture two millennia after they 

lived. In fact, the movement they set in motion dwarfs the initial 

2,000-year-old accomplishments and milestones we read about in 

Scripture. I pray something similar can be said of you and me 

when we get to Heaven. 

 

New to Five Expands the Target 

A successful Level 3 church is typically a combination of an 

unusually gifted leader (which you may or may not be), a great 
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strategy, a homogeneous population, inexpensive real estate and a 

growing community. Contrast that with a successful Level 5 

multiplication movement that demands little more than a nose-to-

the-grindstone approach to making disciples and a willingness to 

put others forward while you lead from the rear. In the end, those 

who multiply will produce more fruit than those who merely add. 

If you make it to Level 3, you’ll likely find security and 

even a measure of fame. If you attempt it but fail, I’m afraid you’re 

probably in for despair, regret and haunting feelings of failure. 

However, in a Level 5 attempt it’s almost impossible to miss the 

target. Your gifts may not allow you to reach hundreds of people in 

one place, but simple friendship will certainly benefit successful 

disciple making. Add a good dash of blessing from the Holy Spirit, 

and your church will multiply churches. 

My guess is you’ll discover that some of your goals are 

unrealistic. That’s okay. With the right scorecard, you can still be 

successful. And while you may find yourself in a bivocational 

situation, if you learn to delegate and make disciples who disciple 

others, then your ministry—and your life—will highly impact the 

people you touch. 

 

New to Five Lets You Leverage Yourself 

As a leader and author, I possess limited gifts. I doubt that anyone 

would ever call me (or my speaking) “charismatic,” or “dynamic.” 

But I can take satisfaction in knowing that my little corner of the 

Kingdom of God grew under my tenure. It certainly didn’t grow as 
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much as it possibly could have. As a group of churches, we’ve 

made more than our share of blunders, however the Lord has seen 

fit to multiply the few loaves and fishes we had in our lunch boxes.  

This is where you come in. You may not have all that much 

to offer, as others would see it. But you can give Him everything 

you have by leveraging your limited gifts and skills to see them 

multiplied in the lives of other people.  

Think about a Level 3 church as a military flamethrower 

and a Level 5 church as a box of matches. If your task were to burn 

down a forest, what would get it done faster? Thousands of people 

lined up for miles, each holding one lit match ready to start a 

raging wildfire, or one guy with a flamethrower? One person using 

their candle to light the candles of others—and teaching them to do 

the same—can get the job done. 

One more metaphor: Jesus compared the Kingdom of God 

to yeast worked throughout a batch of dough (Luke 13:21). 

Something tiny can radically alter something much larger than 

itself. It’s the same success you’ll see when you make disciples 

who make disciples and multiply churches that multiply churches. 
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New to Five Leads to ‘World Domination’ Through Love 

If you think about it, Jesus’ words in the Great Commission and 

also Acts 1:8 call us to nothing short of world domination, through 

love. Only by making disciples who make disciples and churches 

that multiply churches will we get there. This kind of exponential 

multiplication relies on us to simplify and scale our disciple-

making systems. If one church fails, its members can easily 

regroup and form another.  

We can see this in the underground Church in China, 

beginning with the Communist takeover in 1949 and ending with 

the death of Communist party Chairman Mao Zedong in 1976. The 

number of Christ followers grew from roughly 3 million1 in 1947, 

to a loose-knit movement of more than 75 million people2 in 1978, 

just three decades later. Government persecution forced people 

“underground,” where they made disciples relationally and kept 

churches small, by necessity.  

I find it interesting that in the 40 years following heavy 

persecution, churches in China grew bigger, but overall attendance 
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didn’t even double.3 In four decades, the Chinese Church saw less 

than 100 percent growth compared to the church growth of 2,500 

percent in 30 years of forced disciple making and church 

multiplication. 

Today’s renewed persecution by the current Chinese 

government can only defeat its purpose. Whenever it’s driven 

underground, the Church will most often make disciples and 

multiply congregations. To survive, they will multiply. And if they 

keep things simple, infinite reproduction won’t be difficult. In fact, 

the Chinese underground Church is working with bivocational 

pastors to ensure a congregation is usually self-sustaining right out 

the gate. This movement isn’t just happening in areas of poverty. I 

happen to know a few very wealthy bivocational Chinese 

underground churches and pastors. 

Looking at China’s underground Church and its history 

tells me that we don’t need bigger churches in the West, and that 

planting a few more churches won’t help much. What we need 

here is a generation of young pastors who intentionally go from 

New to Level 5—right out of the box. The Kingdom of God in the 

West could actually catch up to the rest of the world in evangelism, 

disciple making and church multiplication. This is how cultures 

change. This is how we accomplish the Great Commission. 

 

New to Five Guarantees Eternal Legacy 

As a child, I remember hearing people talk about a recently 

deceased pastor. They marveled at what a wonderful man he was 
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since “no one could fill his shoes.” I assume that he failed for the 

same reason. It was true that no one could fill his shoes; after his 

death, the large church he pastored shrank to almost nothing. If 

you make disciples who make disciples, your retirement, or even 

death, may be hardly noticed. That’s real success! 

We all want to hear the words, “Well done good and 

faithful servant” (Matt. 25:23). Level 5 leaders know that the 

investment of their lives will continue in those they discipled and 

then in the progress through the lives of their disciples’ disciples.  

 

 
 

When you pursue the expansion of God’s Kingdom over 

growing your church, you can go to your grave knowing that 

thousands of people, whom you will never meet, will one day be in 

Heaven because of your resolve to say “yes” to Jesus’ Great 

Commission. Much of the same could be said for the Level 3 

leader. But in the life of the leader who multiplies disciples and 

churches, the eternal legacy will be multiplied many times over.  
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Appendix A 
KEY MULTIPLICATION CONCEPTS 

Three Key Multiplication Challenges for the Church 

1. A growing number of leaders are questioning the quality of our 
disciple making in the local church. We are not producing an 
army of fully devoted and surrendered disciples who will go 
and start new churches as the fruit of disciple making. 

2. Multiplication strategies are by far the minority to addition 
strategies. Most churches value and default to addition cultures, 
opting for accumulating more attendees, staff, larger facilities, 
more sites, etc., rather than creating a culture of releasing and 
sending. We are building addition capacity, but not 
multiplication capacity. 

3. The church is one of the best mobilizers of volunteers for 
service. However, these mobilization strategies are most often 
focused on feeding the growth of addition capacity rather 
helping people live deployed within the sweet spot of their 
unique calling. We catch and consume rather than develop and 
deploy.  

Add and Multiply 

At the core of healthy Kingdom growth is disciple making and 
sending capacity—disciples who make disciples planting churches 
that plant churches. Below are key concepts: 
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• Add and multiply disciples: We add one spiritual infant at a 
time while we make and multiply mature, biblical disciples who 
reproduce.  

• Add and multiply sending capacity: We increase our local 
capacity for making biblical disciples while also creating Kingdom 
capacity for implementing new environments and contexts for 
biblical disciple making beyond our local church. Our ability to 
make biblical disciples is the core ingredient needed for increasing 
sending capacity. 

Healthy New Testament culture should occur at the intersection of 
addition and multiplication. Both must work in tandem. Because 
we win people to Jesus one by one, we must have a local or 
“micro” strategy that is reproducible and works at adding the next 
one. At the same time, we must intentionally have a “macro” 
strategy for multiplying our impact beyond our local context. The 
macro strategy recognizes that the most powerful way to multiply 
is to create new churches that become platforms for addition at the 
individual believer level. Macro results provide new contexts and 
frontiers for micro strategies. Local and global in harmony. The 
two must work synergistically with the adding, thereby fueling the 
multiplying.  

If our aligning values and core elements are off center, we see the 
opposite of both disciple making and sending capacity. Instead of 
adding and making biblical disciples who reproduce, we make 
cultural Christians who need to be consistently entertained and fed. 
Instead of multiplication growth (release and send), we get 
addition growth (catch and accumulate).  
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Possibly the single-largest obstacle to multiplication occurs when 
we position addition activities (new programs and ministries, new 
facilities, small groups, outreach events, church wide campaigns, 
etc.) as our primary strategy for growth, rather than seeing these 
activities as a supporting element to healthy biblical growth and 
multiplication. Though we increase our effectiveness at adding to 
our numbers and breaking organizational growth barriers, we 
unfortunately may be building bigger and bigger holding tanks for 
cultural Christians.  

A Framework and Vocabulary for Multiplication 

In Becoming a Level 5 Multiplying Church, we introduced a 
framework and vocabulary to help guide the multiplication 
conversation. Specifically, we focused on five levels or cultures of 
multiplication in churches:  

Level 1: Subtracting Approximately 80 percent of U.S. churches 
are subtracting (attendance is decreasing) or have plateaued. These 
churches live in a survival/scarcity culture that makes it difficult to 
even think about multiplication. 

Level 2: Plateaued Churches that are plateaued demonstrate some 
characteristics of both subtraction and addition cultures. Their 
thinking lies in a state of tension between scarcity and growth. 

Level 3: Adding Approximately 15 to 20 percent of churches find 
themselves here. In addition-growth churches, attendance is 
increasing. Many are often externally focused, making an impact 
in their surrounding communities, and many have added multi-site 
venues. For this framework, we intentionally defined churches that 
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have a strong addition-growth culture, yet are not aggressively 
multiplying, as Level 3 churches. Most of the largest and fastest-
growing churches that make our “envy lists” are actually Level 3 
churches.  

Level 4: Reproducing At this level, approximately 4 percent of 
U.S. churches reproduce programmatically as part of their growth. 
While they may aspire to be a multiplying church and may even be 
making progress in that direction, too often the tensions and forces 
pulling them back to Level 3 limit their ability to move more fully 
to Level 5. Because multiplication is not yet strongly embedded in 
their DNA, it won’t happen spontaneously without programming. 

Level 5: Multiplying Currently represented by less than .005 
percent of U.S. churches, multiplying churches focus more on 
sending and releasing than catching and accumulating. They plant 
churches as a regular part of their existence. Level 5 church leaders 
see their church through a Kingdom lens. Their burden is more for 
Kingdom capacity than for local church capacity. 
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Creating a Multiplication Culture 

Our core values and convictions are always transforming our 
thinking into action. The key question is, “What culture are you 
creating?” Are you developing a subtraction, survival and scarcity 
culture (“We will [fill in the blank] after we grow or can afford 
it”)? An addition culture focused on an insatiable drive for 
breaking the next growth barrier (“Where is the next one?”)? Or 
are you bucking the norm and creating a multiplication culture 
(“Thy Kingdom, not my kingdom”)?  

Currently, the prevailing growth culture in today’s churches is 
addition with most leaders measuring their success by weekend 
attendance growth. 

In Spark, we looked at how culture is created through the 
alignment of three factors: core values, narratives, and behaviors.  
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Here’s a quick synopsis:  

• Our core values reflect what we really care about deep 
down. They are the things so important to us that they shape 
our thoughts and our actions. Our values overflow to shape the 
words of our mouth (our narrative) and the actions of our hands 
(our behaviors).  

• Our narratives are shaped by the language we use, the 
stories we tell, and how frequently we talk about and celebrate 
the things most important to us. Our narratives inspire others to 
embrace our values and engage on common mission with us.  

• Our behaviors are the things we actually do, including how 
and where we invest the time, talent, and financial resources 
entrusted to our care.  

Rethinking the Operating System 

The prevailing operating systems that give us church growth are 
falling short of giving us church multiplication. The operating 
system (the OS) in your computer or smart phone provides the 
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platform for the launch of thousands of possible applications. 
Basically, the OS determines if you can run certain apps.  

Right now, our operating system in the Church is perfectly aligned 
to give us what we’re getting. The current system sets its sights on 
accumulation and addition growth. And while we are adding, we 
aren’t adding in a way that produces the transformation needed for 
multiplication. Instead, the best pathway to a multiplication culture 
is built on the foundation of disciples who mature and make 
additional disciples. The bottom line is that we need to rethink our 
current operating systems and become courageous leaders willing 
to discover and embrace new systems that set us up for 
multiplication. 

Internal and External Tensions 

The journey toward multiplication is filled with external and 
internal tensions. Regardless of your church’s current level of 
multiplication, you will have tension. In Spark, we highlighted 
nearly 20 different multiplication tensions that churches might face 
in moving from Levels 1, 2 and 3 to Levels 4 and 5. However, 
nearly all of those tensions find their roots in three common 
factors: our motives, our measurements and our methods. Below is 
a short description of each one: 

• Tension of motives (here or there?): This tension is rooted 
in our definition of success. Is our vision limited to 
accumulating and growing larger here (where we are), or is it 
balanced with an equal focus and passion for sending there (the 
next church)? All leaders live in the tension between being 
here and being there, with almost everything pulling them 
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toward here. To move through this tension, we must embrace 
and become passionate about the value of multiplication. We 
must balance here and there. 

• Tension of measurement (grow or send?): This tension is 
rooted in where we prioritize our focus: Where do we focus our 
time, talent and treasure? Growing here or sending there? The 
same staff and finances that can help us grow here are the ones 
needed to send there. As our local platform increases, our 
capacity for even greater sending grows.  

• Tension of methods (safety or risk?): At the core of this 
tension is how we allocate our time (activities), talents 
(leadership), and treasures (finances) to building local and 
Kingdom capacity. What will we actually do and what hard 
decisions will we make to become a Level 5 multiplying 
church? Good intentions will not move you from Level 1 to 5.  

To overcome the Level 3 addition-growth scorecard, we must 
embrace new motives, measures and methods and be courageous 
change makers. 

Pathways to Multiplication 

If you’ve completed the free online Becoming Five assessment, 
you already have a pretty clear idea of your starting point and your 
desired destination. If you’ve not yet taken the assessment at 
becomingfive.org, we strongly encourage you to stop now and 
complete it before you continue. It takes less than 30 minutes to 
finish, and results are available immediately. 
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The assessment gives you a score (Level 1-5) and a pattern 
representing your past, present and future. For example, if your 
pattern is 2-3-4, you were a Level 2 church in the past, a Level 3 
church today, and you aspire to be a Level 4 church in the future. 
The “3-4” numbers (your current level of multiplication and your 
future aspiration for multiplication) indicate your pathway. We’d 
say your pathway is from “3 to 4.” 

If you’re a new church, the assessment gives you a score (1-5) 
reflecting your aspirational level of multiplication. Because you’re 
new, you don’t have history to establish a pattern. You’ll score 
something like “0-0-5.” This means you’re a new church, and you 
aspire to become Level 5. Your pathway is “New to Five.” The six 
pathways to multiplication include: 

Core pathways  

• Level 3 to 4 

• Level 4 to 4+ 

• New to 4 

• New to 5 

• Level 1 or 2 to 4 

Derivative pathways - These pathways either “derive” or find their 
context using specific elements of the core pathways; or they are 
pathways we have yet to fully understand and discover: 

• Levels 1, 2, 3, or 4 to 5 
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For more on the characteristics of each pathway, check out 
chapter 6 in the FREE eBook Dream Big, Plan Smart: Finding 
Your Pathway to Level 5 Multiplication. 

A Few Findings About Pathways 

Based on everything we know and have learned so far, the journey 
to Level 5 requires revolutionary change—not simply evolutionary 
progression. While we’re uncertain if existing churches can make 
the radical, revolutionary changes necessary in their operating 
systems to become Level 5, we are certain of these things: 

• New churches that are unconstrained by old wineskins and 
willing to lead revolutionary change can become Level 5. 

• Existing churches can programmatically become Level 4, 
and even 4+ (aggressive and vibrant version of Level 4) 
churches. 

• Level 3 churches represent a strong and significant resource 
base and influence in the U.S. church. Seeing these churches 
embrace a new and better scorecard via the journey to Level 4 
is a game changer. Every 1 percent increase in churches at 
Level 4 represents huge Kingdom impact. We need to see 
Level 4 become the new normal in churches. Level 3 churches 
are the best place to start.  

• Level 4 churches are perfectly positioned to coach and 
mentor the next generation of church planters on the pathway 
to Level 5. Level 4 churches are resourced and positioned to 
become incubators and research and development (R&D) 
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platforms for experimenting with new operating systems for 
Level 5 multiplication. These churches can champion Level 5 
activities, however they’ll need to unbridle them from the 
prevailing structures and controls. These churches will need to 
be true R&D projects with significant freedom, flexibility and 
autonomy to experiment (and even fail). 

Looking Ahead 

The strong addition culture that pulls a Level 3 church toward 
greater levels of addition growth is the very culture that inhibits a 
church from moving to greater levels of multiplication (Levels 4 
and 5). The financial and leadership resources required to feed 
Level 3 are the same resources needed to fuel multiplication in 
Levels 4 and 5. When this tyranny of the “or” emerges, addition 
growth usually wins out over multiplication.  

You’re likely reading this book because you instinctively know 
that addition scorecards are winning out over multiplication. You 
know down deep that something is wrong with the values, 
narratives and behaviors that have proven successful in our 
generation for building a successful addition-focused church. Like 
thousands of other church leaders and a growing number of your 
peers, you may be experiencing a discontent or even a crisis of 
faith that’s hard to articulate.   

If you’re ready to learn what it takes to travel this multiplication 
pathway and be inspired by the stories of transformation that 
accompany a bona fide Level 5 Kingdom movement, New to Five 
is for you! 
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Related Multiplication Resources 
FREE eBooks 

20+ new free eBooks are in our multiplication library.  Authors include 
J.D. Greear, Ralph Moore, Larry Walkemeyer, Bruce Wesley, Tim 
Hawks, K.P. Yohannan, Ajai Lall, Brian Bolt, Jeff Leake, and many 
more. These leaders of multiplying churches share their journey of 
creating a sending culture of multiplication.  

The Dream Big series of eBooks help church leaders turn their 
aspirations and good intentions for multiplication into compelling visions 
with actionable strategies. The series includes Dream Big, Plan Smart, 
Dream Big Questions, and Dream Big Workbook. 

These eBooks are in addition to 60+ existing free eBooks in 
Exponential’s resource library. Check out exponential.org/resource-
ebooks to download these books. 

Exponential Conferences 

Don’t miss the opportunity to gather with like-minded church 
multiplication leaders at Exponential’s 2017 events: 

Exponential East (April 24-27 | Orlando) and Exponential West (October 
2-6 | Los Angeles) convene thousands of leaders and feature 100+ 
speakers, 100+ workshops, and nine focused workshop tracks.  

Exponential Regionals bring the full punch of the national event theme in 
a more intimate gathering that helps leaders save travel expenses. 2017 
Regionals will take place in Washington, D.C., the Bay Area, Chicago 
and Houston, Texas. 

Visit exponential.org/events to learn more. 

FREE Online Multiplication Assessment 

Discover your church’s level and pattern of multiplication via our free 
online tool. It only takes 20 minutes to complete and is available at 
becomingfive.org  
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FREE Online Multiplication Courses 

The Becoming Five Course is designed to delve deeper into the practical 
elements of church multiplication. Leaders wanting to multiply their 
church will find valuable training in the form of audio, video, and written 
content supplied by dozens of multiplying practitioners, with the ability 
to work at their own pace. Visit exponential.org/register/b5-course/ to 
register. 

The Dream Big Course is designed to help you and your church identify, 
select and move forward on your Pathway toward multiplication. You 
will be able to diagnose where you are; determine where you believe 
God wants you to be in the future; and determine the necessary practical 
steps to move into multiplication. Visit exponential.org/register/dream-
big to register. 

Digital Access Passes (Training Videos) 

Exponential offers downloadable content from all 10 main stage sessions 
via our Digital Access Pass (a separate pass for each conference theme) 
at exponential.org/digital-access-pass/: 

2015: “SPARK: Igniting a Culture of Multiplication” 

2016: “Becoming Five” 

2017: “Dream Big: Discover Your Pathway to Level 5 Multiplication” 

2018: “Hero Maker” 

Connect with Exponential on:  

Twitter -  @churchplanting  

Facebook - Facebook.com/churchplanting  

RSS - http://feeds.feedburner.com/exponential 
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Ralph’s Other Resources 

 
The book is short on theory and long on reality. This story of the 
Hope Chapel mosaic of churches is funny and heartwarming, it 
also presents a simple, practical approach to making disciples and 
multiplying churches. See how God turned a handful of people, 
with no money and few resources, into a movement operating on 
every continent. What happened to these people could happen to 
you!  

You'll Learn:  

• The organic nature of making disciples through 
relationships.  
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• Just how little material support you need to plant a 
church.  

• The power of God to turn broken lives into strong 
 tools of his grace.  

• Why a promise "to love you... as is!" is important to 
the spread of the gospel.  

• Next steps in your own life.  

As you learn to walk the uncommon path you'll find new ways to 
model the character of Jesus and discover his supernatural power 
to help you along the way.   
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Jeff’s Other Resources 
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About the Authors 

Ralph Moore is the founding pastor of three churches that 
collectively have birthed an international movement of 2,300+ 
churches. Beginning with just 12 people and a frightened young 
pastor, the Hope Chapel movement is the prolific and fruitful 
offspring of 80+ congregations launched from Moore’s hands-on 
disciple-making efforts.  

In addition to pastoring Hope Chapel Honolulu with his wife, 
Ruby, Moore travels the globe, teaching church multiplication to 
pastors in startup movements. For the past couple of decades, 
Moore has spoken in six to eight countries each year. His global 
adventures take him to places as varied as Nepal, where the gospel 
is rapidly spreading, to England, where the gospel is being re-
introduced to a culture. He also spends time in post-Soviet 
countries and in one unnamed large Communist nation, where the 
leaders he meets reinforce the messages he teaches. The ideas he 
shares are working so well that the country is having trouble 
keeping up with the rapid expansion.  

Moore has devoted his life to training pastors—having repeatedly 
witnessed that Christianity grows fastest through the rapid 
reproduction of both disciples and churches. He believes that 
starting small is better than not starting at all and contends that 
bivocational pastors (with good jobs) remove financial barriers to 
the multiplication of churches, hastening the goal of making 
disciples of all nations.  

Like his preaching, Moore’s written words deliver solid truth in a 
humorous and unassuming manner. His semi-autobiographical 
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book, Let Go of the Ring: The Hope Chapel Story, gives readers 
insight into Moore as a leader who has let go of the things others 
covet, positioning himself to watch God do amazing things with 
the rest. Other books include Making Disciples, How to Multiply 
Your Church, Starting a New Church, Before You Launch: Pain 
Killers for Church Planters and Defeating Anxiety. Check out his 
blog at ralphmoore.net. 

Jeff Christopherson is about fostering Kingdom movements of 
reproducing churches that transform neighborhoods and the world 
with the gospel of Jesus Christ. Jeff leads the North American 
Mission Board’s Send Network, the Southern Baptist Convention’s 
church-planting arm.  

He is the author of Kingdom Matrix: Designing a Church for the 
Kingdom of God, and co-author (with Mac Lake) of Kingdom 
First: Starting Churches that Shape Movements. In it, he and Lake 
call readers to imagine a movement that vividly remembers the 
insubstantial days of a mustard seed with a sense of awe and 
wonder when looking at the indescribable harvest that stands all 
around before us.  

Jeff and his wife, Laura, live in Milton, Georgia. They have two 
married children, Kelley and James. Connect with him on Twitter 
@Christopherson3.  
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